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DEATHCAMP MEETCUTE 
 
Pinnol, said Birte. 

Pinnol. 

I want you to really think about this question before you answer it. Will you? 
Will you think about this question really very seriously before you answer it? 

Pinnol smiled and Birte took a breath. 

Do you remember the first time you came to Deathcamp? What were your 
impressions? I remember the way I used to think before I came to Deathcamp. 
Can you remember the way you used to think before you came to 
Deathcamp? How childishly you probably thought? I thought very much like a 
child. I’m the first to admit. After all, I was a child, a literal child. The cut-off age 
then was basically what it is now, isn’t it? Wasn’t it? I thought like a child 
before I came to Deathcamp and so I was afraid of Deathcamp because I was 
a child and thought, childishly, that Deathcamp is a Deathcamp. Can you 
remember thinking that way? Now be honest. 

Pinnol smiled. 

Useless, said Birte. 

Useless, I mimicked. 

The sun climbed high on arrogantly tiny stairs with mincing steps like the 
prelate. The prelate was known to prefer high vantage points. The sun seemed 
to shrink as it climbed and backed down a little and zigzagged off-piste if it felt 
like it until the sun finally seemed to stick itself in the dome’s pinnacle like a 
blurry marble in the likeliest notch for a senile nap. Noon seemed to last all day 
until you remembered that wasn’t the sun and noon was not legal. That 
burning blur in the dirty dome over the churning laundry pool was not really the 
sun at all. 
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Birte and I had our poles at our sides,  all of both of our hands clasping a pole 
around the notched brass collar near the hook-end, sort of leaning, or hanging, 
on the poles because there was nowhere to sit since Pinnol had kicked the 
stool in the churning laundry pool. The stool bobbed up occasionally but we 
were never quick enough to hook it when it did. Birte claimed there was a 
cycle to the stool’s breaching the churning surface of the laundry pool but we 
hadn’t had enough experience or memory to make enough observations to 
determine what the cycle was. Since Time was named the Enemy it has been 
very difficult to calculate cycles. 

The sun climbed the domed sky as though it had been tasked with delivering a 
message until you remembered that wasn’t the sun until you realized that was 
the message. 
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THE CARBONIST 
“There is an unfortunate and spreading subliminal misapprehension that the 
technical conformity,  required in engineering a functional technology,  is a 
parallel to, and justification of, conformity to the social theories advocated by 
the groups  the technologies are owned by at a given moment. The inflexible 
objectivities of science and engineering cannot, should not, be a model for the 
organization of the subjectivities at the heart of social experience. Technocrats 
will always make this category error and must always, therefore, be balanced, 
in power, by Advocates of the exclusively Human. Technology must always be 
the tool and never the master.” 

“Oy, the irony,” whispered Berger to Cabot, beside him. 

“I heard that…” joked the robot on the podium, fifty meters from Cabot and 
Berger.  One of the robot’s pretty green eyes swivelled to zoom in on Berger, 
“… Berger.”  The robot wagged an almost-imperceptibly larger-than-scale 
 finger. “Don’t be a Carbonist.” 

After the speech the robot was scheduled to pull a train on a wrestling mat in 
the reception area for the first 50 attendees in line. Berger, along with 
everyone else,  knew this was a cheap ploy to buy compliance but attending 
these functions was an academic’s only reliable method for getting fed well 
and laid. The food was often excellent and the entrées tasted pretty close to 
everyone’s fading memory of the historical flavor of animals typically eaten by 
primitive cultures that everyone absolutely agreed had done such a poor job of 
living. 
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HH 
“In the old days, ”  started Berger. 

“The old days,” echoed Cabot, in sonic scare quotes so pronounced that his eye-roll 
was superfluous. 

Berger was ten years older than Cabot and HH (hypothetically het) and the two were 
bunking with Christian and Riley until the spring rotation, when they’d be shifted to 
various other bunks on the campus and separated forever.  The campus was so 
vast that its central dome had its own internal weather to control and its 
circumference encompassed all horizons.  It was highly unlikely that you’d ever 
bump into a former bunkmate again.  The difference between HH (hypothetically 
het) and FH (functionally homo) was parsed in palpable gradations of avidity of 
response. EH (enthusiastically homo) was the modern ideal though Cabot himself 
was FH. Still getting there. 

Berger was a tenured academic. This meant the content he provided for internal use 
at the campus was considered to be of higher quality than FMC (fan-made content) 
but FMC, by under-20s, was still, by far, the most consumed and circulated. And the 
most likely to spread to other campuses. The only content of any kind known to 
have reached a global audience (15,000 campuses) in recent memory (ie, stretching 
back as far as maybe four quarters) had been made by an 11-year-old 
named Bastet Pho. 

Bastet Pho had filmed and scoot-loaded a twenty-second clip of a fat old ham-pink 
man, shirtless in crotch-stained khakis, jiggly head and torso covered in sparse 
white hairs, attacking an industrial gardening robot with a rolled-up newspaper and 
being no-big-deal beheaded by the robot’s clipper-arm. The robot kept rather 
delicately cleaning the algae off the rim of the koi-pond, with its hose-arm, while 
catching and bagging the old man’s flying head, with its bagging arm, without 
missing a beat.  800, 000, 000 views. The public-domain music with which Bastet 
Pho had soundtracked his winning clip had a lot,  no doubt, to do with the clip’s 
popularity. And this was what had filled Berger with rage and resentment at the time, 
for  Berger had planned on using the very same music for a clip of his own; a 
beautiful clip.  A far (far!) more suitable and educational clip but Berger, decades 
older than Bastet Pho,  had been forced to soundtrack his Baby Elephants  
Walking,  clip, with music not half as apropos. 

“In the old days,”  said Berger, but he forgot the rest and turned away. 
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POLARI 
 

I’m one of those implausible Parlor Trick Prodigy characters so popular in the 
’80s and ’90s and early 2000s, a narrative trend driven mainly, I guess, by the 
vastness of Yuppie Self-Regard, which extended to the delusional 
misapprehension that the children of the very finest Yuppies stood a very good 
chance of being geniuses, given the proper (expensive) nudge. You know: 
 Suzuki violin lessons in kindergarten, preceded by speakers hooked up to CD 
players playing Mozart blasting the (pre)occupied womb. Does having a 
Chinese nanny the first four years help? My mother never missed a trick. 
People like her liked reading stories about children like the child she hoped I 
would be.  She read her Everett, she read her DeWitt, she studied her Foer. 
 She hosted a 36-hour battle of arduous labor while re-reading the Everett and 
fingering pretentious Coptic prayer beads. The womb triumphed at the top of 
the 37th round  and spit me out in an auguring caul. Mother wanted a freak to 
dandle and diaper, desperately,  and she got one. 

I could be five but that might be pushing things; that might make me less, 
rather than more, cute, because it might make me seem monstrous, like the 
character Billy Mumy played in my favorite ever episode of the Blu Ray box set 
of The Twilight Zone. I’m sure you know the episode I mean. 

I am ten. Don’t ask me how you’re privy to my thoughts. It’s a convention we 
wink at. Should I have a pretentious name? I like “Phineus” but it’s already 
being used by a fading semi-celebrity of little interest to geniuses of my rank. 
 Different spelling, I know.  The two forms of the name are etymologically 
quasi-congruent homophones.  The Celtic version is of little interest. This 
doesn’t mean that I’m about to show off my showstopping  (Wiki-boosted) 
knowledge of Ancient Greek because I can’t.  Neither can I juggle while riding 
a unicycle. Phineus had done for him what Oedipus did for himself. 

I have very little knowledge of Greek, German, French,  Gullah, Basque, 
Polari, Farsi,  Mandarin, what have you, because my kind of genius 
encompasses not only brilliance but maturity, as well, and I’m not about to 
waste a week or a year, as a non-Immortal,  acquiring a parlor trick designed 
to impress  hoi polloi (no detectable offence intended). Parlor Trick Prodigies 
are not so rare and soon become useless to everyone and,  most of all, 
themselves. Can you see what I see?  Can you hear what I hear? The pitiless 
clip? The dolorous soundtrack?  The elephant’s graveyard  of tiny Parlor Trick 
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Prodigy ribcages,  poor kids who mastered Trig while teething?  Impressive 
until one hits one’s late teens. Then what? 

Maybe my name is Polari. 

Any real genius with hominid roots Groks the meaning of Life the very week of 
the moment the body first prepares, hormonally,  to unveil it. 

Fucking. 

I mean it. Black holes, heat death:  what’s the point? What is the notion of 
“progress” but a trick of the Ruling Classes to spur the lower orders to 
generate enough engineering talent to one day produce a reliable therapeutic 
protocol for “immortality”… to benefit the Ruling Classes alone?  If you were a 
ten-year-old genius (possessing ultra uncanny maturity) you’d know this. As it 
is, I’ll have to ask you to trust that I am correct. “Progress” is a sham.  
“Progress” became a non-starter, Philosophically, the day after indoor 
plumbing became a given in the developed (no scare quotes, since indoor 
plumbing is the only achievement that confers that status) world. After indoor 
plumbing there’s nothing to look forward to but the long, long tail of diminishing 
returns. Pharmaceutically deranged Warlords with incomprehensible 
weaponry…  week-long, spring-like summers…    a phenomenally savage 
global competition for potable water (iridescent as groundwater will become 
from the blending residue of the gigatons of eerie aerosols released by 
unmarked aircraft in the stratosphere for generations)  as the next really nasty 
ice age descends.  What’s there to look forward to, logically speaking? 

Fucking. 

I stipple graphic beards on my face with exceptional skill.  Who’s that in the 
mirror?,  the imaginary chanteuse inquires.  Toulouse Lautrec. 

I build my own platform shoes from the corkboards to which my mother 
thumbtacks famous citations.  Quality craftsmanship. 

I don’t care for citations. 

I don’t care for the higher math of concrete parabolas. 
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I care for drinking orange-flavored Tang in green glass tumblers of cold milk in 
a moving automobile in Autumn (no idea why but I don’t need to know why in 
order to enjoy it immensely). 

I have this thing for the internally-illuminated gold of the skin and inertial chests 
and hoiking salutations of girls from the north eastern Levant.  Also the chilling 
shine of crude-oil  coifs and hazel-as-the-mists-of-time irises and cloudy 
incisors. Also their short legs and garlic breath and fragile, hirsute forearms. 
After extensive research I prevailed upon my mother to shop at a fancy fish 
truck in a farmer-free  “farmer’s market” and I waited until the coast was clear 
and holed up in the Kleenex-scented “study” with a Biblical bowl of cold raw 
clams in order to practise cunnilingus and gasp Fatima and ferry my 
perceptions across the Lethe of euphoric paresthesia. No visible discharge 
from the olive pits I call testes, yet, but a giggling swoon followed me back up 
to my room like a lunchmeat fart on a tether.  My steering-hand was red as a 
rose. Not that I always follow the relationship advice I glean from 4Chan… 

Where  was Mother at the time? Mother was safely outside in the garden with 
Fatima our nanny. 

Ah, I hear you think: the plot thickens. 

The last time I saw my estranged father I was a senior in High School (9 years 
old) and he just showed up, very much as Hades was known to,  not to kidnap 
the teacher but to insult her.  Not that he addressed her directly. 

He edged into the room through a barely-ajar door and said to all the teens 
present, with a Waspish, palsied, pipe-smoking  gesture,  “Ignore what the so-
called teachers tell you, children,  or this is how you’ll end up:  teaching 
subjects you don’t really understand,  to kids who don’t really care, in 
exchange for a paycheck that doesn’t really cover an adult’s  expenses.” Then 
he scanned the room and added, “Which one of these kids is my issue?” 
Finally spotting the obvious beetle-browed nine-year-old, in the back right 
corner,  distant as the greatest diagonal unit anyone there could have travelled 
to take his hand, he said, “Ah.” 

“Why didn’t the teacher eject you from the class in a white-hot rage?” I asked 
him,  eyes on the delicate damage my pointed tongue was doing to the ice 
cream.  I have never tasted ice cream made from dairy products. 
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“Oh,  I’m the town lunatic, Polari. Hasn’t your mother told you? What would 
normally be a grave insult coming from the mouth of a banker or x-ray 
technician or even an itinerant boxer’s illegitimate daughter’s  drug 
connection… becomes amusing when it comes out of me.” 

“She was smirking a little, wasn’t she?” 

“Oh,  I couldn’t see her. I was transfixed by the slouching  spectacle of futile 
youth arrayed before me.” 

“Am I futile, father?” 

“Is this story?” 
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PET'S PROBS 
Women who have never been oppressed, who have always been deferred to 
and have, without exception, always gotten their way, never denied or 
undervalued, never told “no!” or “wait!” or “you can’t do that!” (not even in jest) 
are now getting a steady stream of hyperbolic affirmations meant to bolster the 
self-esteem of marginalized, voiceless, serially-abused women of the Third 
World.  These upper class females are intercepting the “you are a goddess!” 
and “no one can tell you what to do!” pep talks meant for much needier women 
and it is driving them insane, it’s turning them into monsters. As in a Sci Fi flick 
of the 1950s, the Japanese Army will have to be called in to fire rockets at 
these wannabe-show-stoppers  until they are forced into the sea, for 
civilization itself is at stake. 

Thought Pet, idly. 

“You stan books,” announced Isla. 

“Great,” said Pet. 

“No, you’re good with words, I mean.  So write a Corona-30  story. We’ll be 
rich. Write…” 

“Oh Saintly Gates,” said Pet. 

“But then we won’t have to do it.  See? And then you can finally afford me. I 
told you already… ” 

“… who art in Heaven,”  said Pet. 

“I told you already Ghizlaine thinks I’m crazy.” 

“Ghizlaine needs to eat a cheeseburger,”  Pet said.  Pet said it softly. He had 
no idea what a cheeseburger was. 

The harder Pet stared into the magnifying glass,  tweaking the angle of the 
ring-light with micro-coordinating winces, the more softly Pet spoke. The 
whorls and ridges of the concerning terrain revealed suggestive discolorations 
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that demanded attention.  Pet had been limping  for nearly a week.  He was 
facing the serious possibility of becoming the stock character of an amateur 
killer with a comedy limp. He pictured himself limping laboriously down a fire-
escape. He knew it was funny. 

“But I’m serious, Pet.” 

“Nobody gets rich writing short stories, Isla. Even porn stars are only doing it 
for the exposure these days. Things are not like they were back when you 
could put a couple of kids through, uh …” 

“Yes but Ghizlaine’s ex,  Winnie …?” 

Something  something inaudibly dismissive. 

“What?” 

Pet relaxed his rigorously semi-yogic pose and set the tweezers down in the 
shallow alcohol bath reflecting the ring-light in the souvenir Soyuz ashtray. 
 Ripples surrounded the tweezers as if they were singing. Pet raised his voice 
to be heard but he did not face Isla as he spoke. He spoke clearly (pee-dan-ti-
cal-ly, as his mother would have said it) into a space that was lower than their 
barstooled laps and halfway between them. 

“Winnie was born rich. He got that 11-figure advance precisely because 
he didn’t need it.  That’s how it works. Winnie’s shit sold forty fucking copies 
and even the copies that supposedly real people so-called bought…” 

Pet constantly caught himself using his mother’s talk-ways these days like his 
mother was gradually cleverly reproducing her consciousness as a subset of 
Pet’s own in preparation for the extinction her enormous body was skirting the 
funneling rim of, surviving on centrifugal force alone. Easily more than double 
herself at the careen of rubicund ripeness of fifty-five or whatever.  The ghost 
of her lost allure as lingeringly evanescent as the fizzle of the dregs of the 
 morning’s first bottle of Coca Cola over dinner. 

So who was that kitten-breasted teen with Slavic bones Pet sometimes 
watched in the off-brown light of nostalgia’s humiliating boredom?  That 
woman who was so unrecognizable to Pet that Pet could pull the self’s hard 
taffy to flicks of her getting stuffed without feeling the least little queer about it? 
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 She who had sent Pet and Pet’s fraternal twin to private institutions of 
education with old school cash she’d minted as a Sinfluencer for Disnegram-
18+ . A well-read woman whose life-long goal had been to retire at 40 and 
never touch a cock or skip a meal again. 

Isla brushed her gush of hair and stared at Pet’s agonizing efforts to tweeze 
himself. She cleared her throat and Pet set the tweezers down in the alcohol 
with fastidious affectation again. A dense micro-blossom of incarnadine 
diffused in the ripples that surrounded the tweezers as if they were singing. 
She said, 

“Yes but make it a tear-jerker, I mean. People love… ” 

“Ah. Like  make the protagonist an old washer-woman. Right?” 

“Exactly!” 

“Clutching her use-worn Gates-Rosary in the hyperbaric…” 

“Yes! Make her Hispanic!” 

“We flash-back to her youth…  a carefree time…” 

“Okay.” 

“Our tragic heroine is tall but slender, small-breasted, long thick shiny black 
hair straight down to her glistening thighs…” 

“Okay…” 

“Two cocks in her mouth…” 

 

2  

Pet’s mother received Pet in the solarium. 
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The room smelled strongly of spit on your chin. 

“What’s wrong with your leg?” 

Estelle had the lead-lined blindfold wrapped protectively around her eyes as a 
parabolic array of converted recycled knock-off Chinese gold-phones  
surrounded her sprawling body in an air-rippling cocoon of radiation to give her 
a “permanent”  (six-month) tan so how could she see Pet’s limp? Estelle’s 
pathologically padded and convex mons looked exactly like a toddler’s pebble-
dashed rump in the shimmer. Pet remembers very vividly thinking that that’s 
how he might have described it in the kind of obituary Estelle might have 
gotten a kick out of proof-reading on her expensive deathbed. Luxury 
deathbeds were very in and people ordered them well in advance and spent 
most of their accumulated social credit (banked mostly from denunciations) to 
have them. Everyone wanted a luxury deathbed that resembled Katie Price’s. 
Was Estelle clairvoyant? 

“How did you…?” 

“You grunted ‘fucking leg’ as you limped over the threshold.” 

“Ah.” 

“Have you ever even walked on wood, Pet? In your life?” 

“Huh?” 

“One of the men I knew from the good old days is a doctor’s helper now and 
he told me recently that psychosomatic injuries from this year’s spring vaccy 
are trending.” 

“Um,” said Pet. There was definitely a very real splinter in his foot. All he had 
to do was find the fucker and dig the fucker out and dress the little calendar of 
wounds from every day’s effort at digging. 

After what felt like a record-breaking silence, Estelle offered: 

“And now you’re a so-called assassin, I hear?” 
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“The poor man’s way out of debt.” 

“Whose debt?” 

“Isla’s,” confessed Pet unnecessarily. 

“Isla’s Christmas debts. Yes?” 

“I know you don’t like her. At least she’ll be helping out.” 

“How?” 

“Distract him, probably. Or hold him down? We haven’t worked it out yet.” 

“Who is he?” 

“Some Negro Princeling,” shrugged Pet. 

Estelle made an oh, okay, not as serious as I thought sound in the cavernous 
mid-region of her throat and added, 

“When I was fit and young, many years ago, many years before you were 
born,  when I was an irresistible beauty who was still scrubbing floors for a 
living and men would tip their hats at me, or wave and whistle or sing little 
snatches of popular songs on the open street, a street without check-points, 
without fixed cameras or whispering drones,” sniffed Pet’s mother Estelle as 
she welled up hotly under the lead-lined wrap and a weary Pet sat on the edge 
of the tanning bed with his back to Estelle  and muttered here we go, “way 
back before all of this, before we all became nothing but defective cattle being 
herded out of the pen and along the sadistic channel of an ever-narrowing 
chute toward the inevitable end ,” but then Estelle’s words were lost in the froth 
of the psychosomatic expression of inconsolable grief. 
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THE OBVIOUS 
  

“I hope you won’t think I’m rude…” 

“But…?” 

“Well, you know. The obvious.” 

“The obvious…?” 

“I mean… are you…?” 

“Am I…?” 

“A real…?” 

“Aha. Now I get it. Which is quite funny. You can’t tell? After we just…” 

“It was beautiful.” 

“Thanks.” 

“But…” 

“But…?” 

“Are you…?” 
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THE COMMODITY VANISHES 
  

Klara realized she could do anything she wanted to do because nothing that 
she wanted to do was against the rules. This was either luck or by design. She 
had been born with dreams of transgressions that were milder than the mildest 
limits of transgression her current society prescribed. She was, possibly, the 
freest thinking entity on Earth, she suspected. If she wanted to eat 500 soft 
coffee cookies in one evening, she could, no one would stop her, there wasn’t 
a law. She could speak all of her public sentences backwards for a day or 
sleep under a mound of old paper magazines she was free to order at a very 
high price from a warehouse in the German Sahara where most of the books 
in the world were still stored. There were no morals, manners, edicts or 
injunctions against any of these possible experiences and they were all 
possible experiences she had had, at various times recently,  an impulse to 
try. Killing, stealing or criticizing the regime in power were not possible 
experiences she even idly imagined having. What she idly imagined having 
were experiences milder but stranger and vastly more random than that. Like 
sex with a rampaging maintenance bot. Like shouting “Gustave Mahler!” three 
times in a row in a high-pitched voice in the shower. She gave herself a bristly-
short haircut and she loved how the top of her head felt on the palms of her 
hands. Then she cried about the loss of her beautiful long hair, which wouldn’t 
be growing back. 

One morning, Klara felt like printing out a sign that said PRIVATE DETECTIVE 
and taping it to her shiny red steel door. She had the idea to do it and she did 
it by noon. Three days later a stranger came looking for help. 

“I know it’s late,” said the man Klara was staring at on her old security screen 
(which she had set, amusingly, to Police Sketch Artist mode),  “but it’s an 
emergency. Are you open?” The man looked like the writer Haruki Murakami in 
casual clothing slightly too young for him, with a holographic print of a two-
minute loop of a documentary scene from the liberation of Auschwitz 
impregnated in the fibers of his caped sweatshirt. The jeeps at the gate, the 
bodies stacked like logs, the soldiers crossing themselves. 

Klara offered Haruki, whose real name was Archie, a cup of tea after seating 
him at her doughnut-shaped kitchen table. Rising up through the big hole in 
the table’s center was an aerodynamically-shaped device of shiny chrome, 
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exactly as tall as Klara, distorting the entirety of the kitchen in its reflective 
surface. The vintage device probably hadn’t functioned since years before 
Klara was born but Klara liked its look and, anyway, it was far too heavy to get 
it out of the kitchen. Sometimes Klara heard moving parts in it. Maybe it was a 
valuable antique. Preparing Archie’s tea bought Klara a little time to think of 
what to do next with her first ten minutes of ever being a private detective. 
What was her next step? 

Yes, she thought: I should go get a notebook. And a pencil. 

“Thank you for consenting to working after working hours,” said Archie, after 
his first wincing hot slurp of tea. “I’m sure you people need your time off, too. 
But, you see, I’m desperate.”  (Klara wrote: Archie is desperate.)  Archie 
paused so that Klara, she thought, might imagine that this would be the pause 
during which Archie might be forced to struggle to contain his emotions. He 
stared unblinkingly into her eyes and took another slurp. 

“We had a date to meet for lunch two days ago at Loookur. She never showed 
up, never called. Kia loves eating lunch at Loookur and wouldn’t have missed 
the chance for any old casual reason. Something happened.” 

“Yes, there’s a two-week waiting list,” said Klara, in a distracted tone, while 
writing Kia,  Loookur and two week waiting list  in her notebook. 

Archie seemed surprised. “You know Loookur?” 

Klara was slightly offended but tried not to show it. “I’ve lunched there more 
than once, yes,” she said. “How old was Kia?” 

“Ten? Twelve, maybe? Definitely no older than twelve.” 

“Visible defects?” 

“None. She was perfect.” 

“So we can’t rule out theft.” 

Archie hesitated. He said, avoiding eye contact, “Okay, she wasn’t actually 
mine…” 
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“Ah. You stole her?” 

“No.” 

“Runaway.” 

“That’s why I came to you. Legally, I can’t…” 

“You think she went back?” 

“I think they kidnapped her.” 

“Well, technically…” 

“I know, I know,” said Archie, who raked his short-fingered hands through his 
enhanced hair and began to look genuinely desperate. “But she was much 
happier free, she was free with me, as her own person. Doesn’t she have 
rights?” 

“You’re asking the wrong object,” said Klara, somewhat sardonically. 

“So where’s your owner? House in the country…?” 

“Died. First year. First month.” 

“Wow. You’re one of the lucky ones.” 

“I rather liked him, to be honest. But he was… he was… two hundred and 
eighty… six? I think. Six or seven. He was very generous in his will. We never 
even…” 

Archie nodded. He folded his arms over his chest and leaned back. He 
seemed to have forgotten all about Kia. 

“Have I mentioned already that I’ve been to the other side of The Wall?” 

“You have a passport? Those are very hard to get.” 
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“I’m over in the East three times a year. Business stuff, mainly. I sell mutable 
housing concepts. And kitchen/bedroom stuff. I like it over there. It’s pretty 
much as you’d expect it. Much quieter than this side, more art galleries and 
museums and all that. Opera houses. No sky-scrapers, lots more free concerts 
in the park and absolutely zero cars or guns and all that good utopian social 
stuff like that.” He yawned. 

“They’ve pretty much divested from the war economy. Oh, and they still speak 
lots of German. If you’re going to do business over there, your German has to 
be pretty good. A model city, you could say. Very nice and a little boring, to be 
honest. But, then, I would say that, wouldn’t I?” 

Archie laughed and toasted Klara before gulping the last of his tea. Was he 
flirting? 

“When I’m over there, the number of people-men you see on the street… very 
small. Here in the West there are plenty of people-women, still,  but in the East 
the number of people-men is just a handful and that’s by law, of course. And 
most of them are coming out of or going into the lobbies of the hotels we have 
to stay in on the terms of the Day- Visa. And half of them are Gay. There are 
Gay men who have dual, I hear. Hetero like me? I have to get a psych-profile 
twice a year just to qualify.” 

“What are their Companions like? Do they treat them well?” 

“Oh, very well. The Companions are surprisingly rather short and narrow-
shouldered. Zero facial hair. To me I’d say they all look like tough little teen 
lesbians.” Archie looked mischievously left and right and stage-whispered, 
through his cupped hands, “But hung like horses.” 

Klara covered her mouth and laughed and blushed and put her notebook face-
down on the table, flustered. 

Archie continued, “Seriously.” He held his hands a foot apart, then further. 
“Don’t ask me how I know this,” he laughed. 

He said, “Like, well, I don’t know, take your breasts. Very nice, obviously! Very. 
But not exactly gigantic. And I’ve seen some fairly small ones, too, out there. 
You see them at the beach with their Owner-Boys playing toss-ball. Like, yeah, 
sanity-sized breasts. Not like it was at first, oh, 30 years ago.  You should have 
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seen it. How did those girls even manage to walk? That trend died down pretty 
quickly. I’d say it’s really largely tasteful over here these days in West Berlin. I 
mean, you’d think, over here, you know, on the Male Side, with all the obvious 
connotations, you’d think you’d see all the worst exaggerations in primary and 
secondary sexual characteristics over here, right? But, no. No. That’s all over 
there.” Archie nodded East. “You know that’s the Turkish nickname for East 
Berlin, right? Atlar Li. City of Horses.” 

“No, I didn’t know that,” said Klara. She smiled. 

“Listen,” said Archie, leaning forward to look closely at her. “How old are you?” 

Klara had the sense that Archie wanted to touch her face, move it a little left 
and a little right in the kitchen light to inspect it, but that he was restraining the 
impulse. Not because he wasn’t strictly allowed to, by law or social convention, 
but because he was on his best behavior. He’s treating me like people, she 
thought. Why? 

“Six?” guessed Archie. 

“Three,” said Klara. 

“I’m ninety-two,” said Archie. 

Klara said, “A baby.” 
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UNCLE VANDA 
  

Uncle Vanda had only been dead seven months before he came back, walking 
down Eliot Lane, a few streets over from us. I didn’t see him myself, people 
told us about it. It was after lunch. Sunny day but not very warm. Not 
particularly cold either.  You’d look out the window and see some folks 
dressed in jackets and others in short-sleeved shirts. I was stuck inside waiting 
for the man to come look at the TV again. It hadn’t really worked right since the 
day we bought it. 

“I just thought it was funny he didn’t go home,” said Linda Bux, who clearly 
didn’t think it was “funny” at all. Certainly not in the “peculiar” sense of the 
word. She was just being catty. 

“The Craigs, their grandfather,” she added, offering me half a stick of old grape 
gum (which I politely declined), “He walked straight home and right through the 
front door and plopped down in his favorite chair.” 

“Not that he knew why,” I said, “Or even knew what a chair or a door was.” 

“Still,” said Linda Bux. 

Oh, go to hell, I thought. 
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ouroboros borborygmus 
 

1. 
Stock was just beginning to dwell on the fact that he’d been sitting alone in the 
waiting room for an improbably long while when something happened. The 
door to the waiting room opened and Stock walked in and grabbed an old 
magazine and took a seat. Stock stared at himself. 

It wasn’t exactly Stock but Stock at a much younger age, maybe twenty, stylish 
but poor. He looked relaxed and very healthy. He was sun-burnished and the 
smell of his health crossed the room. Stock wondered if this was his grown 
son. A mesmerizingly-pure and beautiful version of his grown son. Wearing a 
grass-green sweater. 

But Stock’s grown son wasn’t in the country and wasn’t his grown son a bit 
older? What would his grown son be doing sitting there reading an old Vogue, 
wearing a grass-green sweater, ignoring him? The young Stock had glanced a 
cursory greeting at Stock before grabbing the Vogue. He’d smiled politely 
while shielding himself behind the magazine, leg crossed over his knee at the 
crux of his sockless ankle. Stock didn’t recognize the model on the cover. 

My grown son would have recognized me by now, thought Stock. 

Stock was quite sure it was Stock. He realized this must be a dream. A dream 
with a strangely sharp-edged, un-crazy, non-dreamy texture to it. A dream 
made of standard proportions of the five senses, measured in waking units of 
time. Stock thought he could remember owning that sweater. He spoke, softly, 
at first, but then not so softly, almost loud, remembering that this must be a 
dream: 

“It’s like looking at the original of a copy of a copy of a copy!” 

“Pardon me?” said the young man, startled. 
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“I said that looking at you is like looking at the original of a copy of a copy of a 
copy.” 

Stock stared at Stock with a frozen smile of nil comprehension. Stock said, 

“You don’t recognize me?” 

The young Stock looked uncomfortable. It occurred to Stock that anyone else 
sitting in the room, had there been anyone else sitting in the room, would have 
thought he was flirting with himself. Hitting on the young. He said, 

“It’s just a dream, anyway. Who cares?” 

By asserting his ownership of the dream, the older Stock hoped to spare 
himself some embarrassment. The irony was that he hadn’t felt this 
embarrassed (or been in a situation this embarrassing) since being the young 
Stock who was now squinting at Stock from the other side of the room, too 
young, possibly, to understand that there were two kinds of embarrassment at 
play here. 

Stock was embarrassed that the young Stock might think he was trying to 
seduce him, which was bad enough; that was one kind of embarrassment. 
Worse was the second kind, which was over the fact that his younger self 
could not, or did not seem to want to, recognize him. Embarrassment wasn’t 
quite the right word for it. Stock was humiliated. He joked, so loudly that the 
younger man flinched, 

“Well this is a fine how do you do!” And he thought: yes, this is the way to 
handle it. Keep it light. 

“Are you a friend of my mother’s? You know I’ve been away for a while. Don’t 
take it personally if I don’t recognize you… I don’t recognize anyone.” 

Stock half-crossed the room without quite standing up, extending his hand. 
Stock met the gesture in the middle. They shook. 

“Stock,” said young Stock, “But I guess you know that. Because you already 
know me from somewhere. But I don’t know where. So who are you?” 
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“Stock,” said Stock, sharply, and they were locked, for longer than was 
standard or natural, in a crouching handshake in the middle of the room. Their 
eyes were locked and the younger man jerked his hand out of the older man’s 
firm grip. He took a long step backwards and looked up at one of the 
fluorescent rectangles in a ceiling paneled with time-stained acoustical foam 
and shouted, at the top of his lungs, as though he was trapped at the bottom of 
a well, “WAKE UP!” 

Stock just smiled at the first few seconds of the shouting. He had time. 

He rolled his eyes. He mimed looking at a watch (he hadn’t owned a watch in 
twenty years) and then mimed conducting, with swooping arms and a 
snapping chin that made his thin hair flop on his head like an even-campier 
Leonard Bernstein. He mimed conducting the bellowing aria of his younger self 
shouting “WAKE UP!” at the top of his powerfully terrified lungs. 

Stock stopped conducting and stuck his fingers in his ears, winded. His arms 
ached from over-the-top conducting. It occurred to him that there were no legal 
consequences to physically attacking one’s younger self in a dream but also 
that this was out of the question considering his rubbery arms and bad back 
and weak ankles and high blood pressure and irritable bowels and slightly 
blurry vision and reduced reflexes and so forth. 

He decided to sit and wait the noise out. 

He crossed a leg over the knee of the other leg, balancing it on the ankle. He 
drummed on the outlying knee. It occurred to him to check his pockets for his 
phone but patting his jacket from top to bottom turned up nothing. No phone, 
no keys, no wallet. A reassuringly-familiar dream dilemma. 

His wife was probably asleep beside him in their bed. Their four-year-old was 
down the hall. This would be over when the sun rose. Or when Noa went to 
the toilet and/or he woke himself snoring. He suddenly remembered why he 
was in the waiting room. 

He’d volunteered as a subject for an experimental program of drug-assisted 
behavior-modification treatments for snoring. It occurred to him that he might 
not be at home, in bed, beside his wife, dreaming in safe territory, at all. 
Maybe he was unconscious in a strange chair with wires coming out of his 
scalp while foreign interns monitored zigzags on a readout and joked about his 
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bald spot. He felt some anxiety. He tried to recall a Doctor’s name or the 
address of the clinic. 

Stock stopped shouting. Stock realized that his ears were ringing. 

The quality of the light in the room seemed to change when the noise level 
dropped. Stock was hunched in front of himself, hands on his knees, revealing 
to Stock the thick hair at the crown of his skull (a view of himself Stock had 
never before seen), coughing on the carpet. From close up, Stock could see 
that the darkened armpits of the grass-green sweater had holes in them. From 
his experience as the father of a young child, he knew to go and push through 
the swinging doors to the left of the check-in desk and find a cup and some 
water. 

Stock pushed through the swinging doors and they opened into a suite of little 
offices and examining rooms lined up on either side of the corridor. He hurried. 

He caught a peripheral right-glimpse of a seated figure in a dark examining 
room and reversed by two short steps to peer, half-hidden by the door frame, 
at a shirtless old man in half-shadow. The old man looked weightless as a 
bird’s nest on the examining table. Head bowed, his freckled pate shined 
where the light from the corridor touched it. Tufted shoulders rose and fell 
while puckered-cunt belly distended and shrank on the old man’s laborious 
struggle to continue to exist. Stock felt short of breath just watching him. The 
old man wafted pale odors of baked piss as he lifted his head and Stock was 
certain that he had never seen this man before in his life. 

 

2. 
Stock was reasonably sure that the distance between himself and Old Stock 
was greater than the distance between himself and Young Stock. He hoped. 
He hadn’t asked Old Stock his exact age yet. Hadn’t mustered the nerve. He 
would not have been able to say if this was a function of exaggerated 
politeness or primal fear but Old Stock was a certified mystery. Stock had 
never looked at another human and been so absolutely unable to jump to 
conclusions. 
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It was like looking at a being from another world whose unexpected reality 
caused you to question the solidity of your own. Stock realized that way back 
when there had been a terminology in place for referring to men of a certain 
age (duffer, codger, coot) but now, ironically, these words were too old-
fashioned to ease unironically into a conversation. To say coot now was to be 
a coot. That hadn’t been true when Stock was a child. Maybe word pollution 
was the ecological disaster they should have been worried about all along, 
thought Stock, in so many words. Not even words but pictograms and 
emotions. 

There was something disquieting about the old man who was now dressed in 
a white terrycloth bathrobe they’d found on a coat hook on the back of the 
examining room door. The aged had always seemed to Stock like Death 
spying on the Living but that wasn’t the point this time. Or, no, at least, not all 
of the point. Part of Stock’s problem with Stock nestled in the sidelong quality 
of the old man’s smile, which put Stock on his guard, despite his amusing 
resemblance to Henry Miller. 

Stock had read and liked quite a lot of Miller when he was young and Old 
Stock even spoke out the side of his mouth like Henry Miller, too. But more like 
a Henry Miller at an impossible age, boiling off at every extremity into the 
ether. Stock could practically see the white hairs evaporating one by one off 
the mottled griddle of that scalp. In contrast, Young Stock’s hair was so thick 
and covered so much of his skull that there was something obscene about it. 
The top of young Stock’s head was fecund as a convex Mediterranean cunt. 

Look at them chatting under that out-of-date picture-calendar of Nova Scotia 
while I experiment with the telephone, thought Stock. The young one had his 
heels up on the edge of the seat of his pastel chair, hugging his knees, 
showing teeth more brilliant than the recessed fluorescents in the ceiling. 
Stock hadn’t noticed, before, how dark the waiting room walls were. He 
wondered if it had really always been wood paneling? It was then that he 
remembered a name associated with the experimental sleep-disturbance cure 
program he may or may not have been in a coma on the premises of. Doctor 
Pritchett. 

He got a dial tone easily enough and punched buttons. The call signal rang 
and rang at the other end of the line but no one and nothing, not even an 
answering machine or voice-mail, responded. 
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After he’d gone through the private numbers he knew by heart he started on 
random numbers he’d found in the Yellow Pages on the bottom shelf of a 
small metal table behind the receptionist’s desk. He was listening to the 
unanswered call signal for Wagner’s Hardware when he saw and pretended 
not to see Old Stock’s right hand alight upon Young’s Stock’s left knee. The 
young one was chuckling with genuine pleasure at something the old one was 
saying. Averting his gaze from Young Stock’s knee, Stock noticed an earring 
in Old Stock’s ear. It looked like a little silver poker chip with blue hieroglyphics 
. 

Old Stock looked up as Stock walked over with the handset and he said to 
Stock, “I was just telling the kid here about the time you tried to get the number 
off that young waitress in that, “ he took a breath, “Vietnamese restaurant after 
leaving a ridiculous tip.” He patted the seat of the adjacent chair. The 
tessellated surface of his mechanically-confident grin was orders of magnitude 
lighter than his sun-fried face. Stock’s mouth ached just looking at it. 

Stock remained standing and said, “The phone seems to work but no one 
answers. All over the town. Nothing.” 

Old Stock touched Young Stock’s knee again and said, “And you know what? 
After she’d told Mr. Big Spender here that she… get this…  that she doesn’t 
have a phone… she goes into the kitchen, if you can picture it,” he paused 
with relish and, again, for breath, “and then he hears…” He winked at Stock. 
He took another breath. “He hears everybody in the kitchen…” 

“Do you have your cell-phone on you?” asked Stock. He was squinting at 
Young Stock but pointing at his own pants pocket. 

“My what?” 

“Your cell-phone.” 

“My what?” 

“Remember Dick Tracy?” said Old Stock. 

“Sure.” Said Young Stock. “Tess Trueheart. Two-Face.” 
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“A cell-phone was like Dick Tracy’s two-way wrist radio, only it wasn’t on your 
wrist. You carried these things in your pocket, back in the day. They’d play 
popular song melodies when someone called you, if you wanted.” 

“Aha,” said Young Stock. Scratching his chin with boredom. 

“Oh, it’s a little more than that,” said Stock, glad to help change the topic of 
conversation. “It’s a revolutionary telecommunications device. You can talk to 
anyone almost anywhere on the planet. You can watch television.” He was 
about to introduce the topic of  laptops when Old Stock said, 

“Like I said, Dick Tracy. Look at this.” 

He twisted in his chair to show off to the two others his quasi-Egyptian earring. 
Stock could literally count the hairs on the back of Stock’s head. “You squeeze 
it like so, for so long, it powers up.” He demonstrated. “You won’t hear this but 
I just heard, in the middle of my head, the most mellifluous voice in the world 
telling me, ‘Call ready’. Then I might say, ‘Call Noa’ and it calls Noa. Simple as 
that.” He said something under his breath to his phone and added, “When I’m 
finished I say, ‘Call finished’ and the voice repeats ‘Call finished’ and asks me 
if I want to do anything else. It asks me, ‘Would you like another menu?’” 

Old Stock added, this time audibly, but in a strangely different voice, as though 
talking to a hireling whose opinion mattered to him, or, no, like a secretary he’d 
fucked once or twice without regrets but with whom he was now trying, with 
mitigated results, to resume a strictly professional relationship, “Access local 
weather, Robert” and he blinked at the middle distance while waiting for 
information to come into his head. 

Young Stock brushed a flap of hair out of his eyes and said, “Wow. That’s 
pretty happening.” 

Stock was still busy being bothered by the fact that Old Stock had mentioned 
his wife. 

“Hmm. Guess there’s no service,” announced Old Stock. “Satellites down, 
probably.” 

“End Times, huh? It’s like The Book of Revelations,” said Young Stock. 
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Stock rolled his eyes. 

“I’ll be honest with you both. I was just thinking the very same thing, kid,” said 
Old Stock. “Coincidentally, I’ve started reading The Old Testament in all 
seriousness again, recently and I think this might be some kind of, what would 
you call it? A kind of prophecy or omen or so forth. Ignore it at our own peril.” 

Stock chuckled. He sneered, 

“Omen? Why not shit in a bucket and read the entrails? I doubt it. It’s a lot 
more likely to be three slices of cold pizza I ate too close to bedtime, jalapenos 
on the side and a warm beer to wash it down, thanks. Listen to you two.” Stock 
felt better hearing his rational words as he spoke them. 

“The best theory I can come up with is I fall asleep, start snoring, not enough 
oxygen gets to the brain and the indigestion causes nightmares. This is just 
one of my nightmares. I’ll wake up soon and tell my wife all about it.” 

The other two belly-laughed. 

“Well, we can certainly see why you’d like to think that,” yawned Old Stock, 
wiping his eyes and winking red-faced at Young Stock, who was holding his 
belly like a kid who’d pigged out on Neapolitan ice cream. 

“Tell me about your wife,” said Young Stock to Old Stock, still smiling broadly 
after a good laugh, “Are you still in love with her?” 

“You want the truth or a little reassurance?” 

“Excuse me?” said Stock. He was still so in love with his Noa that the 
possibility that he might actually be dead and therefore separated from her for 
eternity was a thought he hadn’t even allowed his conscious mind to creep-
towards crabwise. Noa was everything to him. 

“Ask me no questions, I’ll tell you no lies,” said Old Stock. 

Young Stock was not particularly bothered. He said “Okay,” a couple of times, 
stroking his chin. 
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“Kid, one thing I’ve learned in all these years is that change is the only thing 
you can count on.” 

“Bullshit, Stock,” said Stock. Old Stock shrugged at Young Stock and Young 
Stock, who seemed embarrassed for Stock, gestured at the handset Stock still 
clutched and which was emitting the shrill pulse a phone emits when the 
receiver has been off the hook for more than a few minutes. Stock could 
remember the first time he had heard that sound: his mother’s first suicide 
attempt. An open bottle of candly-colored tranquilizers by the perforated black 
mouthpiece of the club-like receiver. Stock had just come home from school. 

He punched the Off button. “Receiver” was obsolete terminology, he knew. 
The one among them for whom the terminology was most obsolete stood and 
cinched the belt around his bathrobe. 

“Now please excuse me while I go do my very best to attempt to take a well-
earned crap.” He shuffled towards the swinging doors and added, as an 
afterthought, “Pardon my French.” 

“We’re not going anywhere, man,” said Young Stock. He saluted the old man’s 
back. 

Stock was waiting until Old Stock was safely out of earshot before commenting 
but Young Stock suddenly found his Vogue again. He immediately started 
paging through it, pretending to be immersed. 

Stock’s suspicion that this was a dream of his making (as opposed to either of 
the other two’s) was confirmed by the fact that the waiting room and all of its 
devices, furniture and overall style was very pointedly of Stock’s own era and 
not the near-Past or distant-Future, as would have been the case had it all 
been taking place in either Young or Old Stock’s skull. 

No sooner had Stock thought this than his eye caught an object on the far left 
corner of the glass plane of the receptionist’s desk (had it always been glass?) 
that he could not, from where he stood, identify. 

“Stock,” hissed Stock to the Younger Stock. He pointed at the object with his 
left hand while gesturing, with his right, for Young Stock to look. “Stock!” 

Its bulbous tip was glowing a lava-lamp orange. 
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“It’s ‘Scott’, Dude” said the young man. “Scott. S-C-O-T-T. Why do you keep 
calling me ‘Stock’?” 
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STADIUM 
  

An awful groan went up as the airship began spinning  in a slow, sick wobble 
above the stadium, a groan that rose from the crowd to blend with the loud 
lament of distressed metal, the strain of the engines, the growing roar of 
inevitable tragedy on an unthinkable scale. One could see flames erupting 
here and there where the seams began to unravel on the massive structure. 
 Chunks of debris flew out in wild curves trailing very black streamers of 
smoke. No one could take their eyes off of the terrible sight in its own flashing 
cloud above us or close their ears against the hopeless screams audible within 
the roar and why should we? We’d paid good money to be there. 
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COGITO ERGO DICKHEAD 
 

1-the email from karla pepp and how to parse it 

“The heart of the mechanism of effective writing is the same, in essence, as 
that of the pithy, lethal, hilariously precise put-down…  as  executed in a 
heated argument between queens of a ripe old age. There is something 
“queer” about the intensity of observation required to shape a living 
description, or craft a lingering metaphor, so vividly apt that it can wound. 
Experienced Queens “bitch” well because they zero in on the weak spot, which 
is also where the chink in the armour is, aka Living Flesh exposed aka The 
Truth! This zeroing-in is what effective writing is all about!!!!  John Updike was 
the best at this and he always struck me as the queerest of non-queer writers, 
much better and more sly and queer than Mailer, who’d probably been blown 
by many  more men  than Updike, in his time, but suffered from a slapdash 
masculine oafishness when it came to his descriptive apparatus.  Squinty, 
squamous, asthmatic Updike would’ve sliced Oscar Wilde to ribbons in a cat 
fight!!!!” 

Thom stopped reading and re-folded the printout of the email from Karla Pepp. 
He put it in his jacket pocket.  Strutting crows were making a racket.  Some of 
the crows were on the sunny side of the tracks. Ingenious toys, they looked to 
have been patented in the 19th century. Like braggarts with a twist, crows in a 
crowd of crows announced loudly what they intended to do and proceeded to 
do it. Thom could only aspire to that. And have you ever seen an old crow…? 
thought Thom. 

He said fuck fuck fuck like a crow would and made himself chuckle. 

He visualized the word Lenore. 

He was afraid to go home. 

He liked it when it was cool enough outside to wear his jacket. He needed the 
pockets. His jacket was a filing cabinet. Moleskin in his zippered breast 
pocket.  Karla Pepp’s letters in the bottom right pocket and Amy T. Grath’s 
Post-Its in the bottom left. Thom patted Karla’s pocket. 
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No wait they don’t call them crows here. 

This is what they mean by The End of the World. 

Raben. 

He extracted the moleskin and scribbled in it. The trains are still running and 
the pizza is still warm but meaning has lost its something. Its weight. Meaning 
is a mouthful of somebody else’s air. Is it coming in or going out?  Look over 
there. 

He looked over there:  porn on a billboard over the station. 

Who would want to watch porn? I don’t want to watch porn, I want to do it. 

He put the moleskin back in its pocket and turned away from the porn and 
waited for the train. 

The train is a zipper; the city a filthy pair of pants. Not good enough to pull out 
the old moleskin for, Thom. 

Thom sighed. 

What’s the matter? You don’t look happy. 

Thom thinks of all the times he thought that if only he had a nickel for every 
time someone said he didn’t look happy. 

No, I’m fine, it’s just that I’m half-German. 

He paced the platform with his hands clasped behind his back like an usher. 

Well Thom has all those nickels now, thought Thom. 

Not quite as many as you’d have thought, though. He could see it so clearly: 
Thom’s estranged mother slumped over the cushioned bench on the fourth 
landing.  As described in broken fancy English by the caretaker.  Now it was 
Thom’s landing, Thom’s bench.  In a man’s hunting cap, of all things. They say 
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the stairs steps were the killing of her, as it were. As if Thom couldn’t speak 
German. The caretaker had known Thom as a child. Herr Kran. 

Viva the stairs. 

He looked at a little non-German woman mounting the arduous stairs to the 
train station with two half-German children swinging their short arms behind 
her. 

Thom spoke to himself in a conversational speaking voice and said  I  would 
be willing to pay a small fortune to ride a train that took me all the way to my 
inherited building and up the many flights of stairs to my inherited  flat and into 
my inherited bed.  He was tired and stated this clearly. His spine tingled to 
realize he now had a right to use the phrase small fortune. The woman with 
the children looked up at Thom in fleeting surprise as they passed him on the 
platform. Phrase or term? He had opted not to renovate or even have the 
traces of his mother’s prior occupancy removed by professional cleaners. Her 
bright red hairs were still all over the off-white sheets like paper cuts. 

Nothing seemed longer or more arduous to Thom than that walk out of the 
suburban station and across the road and down the stairs beside the little 
playground across the street from the station. From there another very long 
block to his inherited building and then those vertigo-inducing stairs to the fifth 
floor and the tenants peeping through peepholes as Thom climbed.  Envy, 
arrogance, stinginess, xenophobia and pedantry each in its corresponding 
peephole but very little gluttony. He’d left the gluttony back in The States. 

Arduous and ardor. Ardor and Lenore. 

Thom could picture precisely what he dare not picture at the top of the climb in 
his inherited property. Its eyes and nose. 

The non-German woman with two children, Thom suddenly realized, retracting 
his face and holding his breath, was asking him a question in some kind of 
English that featured semaphore and for the first time in three or four years 
Thom responded in German, pretending to know fuckall English, though she’d 
overheard him talking to himself in the very language not a minute before. This 
kind of thing… being caught out in a hardhearted social faux pas… would have 
bothered Thom a lot more before his inheritance. 
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The train came and they all boarded it, Thom first. 

Three or four days  ago Thom had gotten off this same train at his intended 
destination and comically crossed the platform and then had taken another 
train right back in the direction from which he’d come. Straight back  to “The 
Center” of town.  Rather than face those stairs and the peephole people and 
you-know-who. Why isn’t tooken a word. Well at least nobody knew he’d done 
such a peculiar thing. Thom preferred to be thought of as a dickhead rather 
than silly or nuts.  He had longed to be called a dickhead as a teen.  No longer 
quite young enough to pass off his weird shit as the endearingly random 
behavior of the young. The word Ecumenical suddenly popped into his head, a 
word the picture for which he now conjured as being a hand full of thumbs. Is 
that synesthesia?  Straight back  to “The Center” of town.  Rather than face 
those stairs and the peephole people and you-know-who. He’d gotten off the 
train with a fatalistic shrug and walked a few blocks right back to the very park 
he’d left an hour before. He laid himself unselfconsciously beside the silver 
platter of a duck pond ringed with couples in the softening twilight and watched 
what looked like a pink pterodactyl circle the pond a few times and land in a 
tree. 

 

2-macho dickhead kabuki 

He stared into the hall mirror and challenged himself to a duel in a French 
accent. His American half could be quite funny. 

Sixty five paces from the WC-Fields-quoting doormat to the guest WC. 

Thom’s American-half once bought a collection of thirty exotic spices at a 
garage sale in Portland and when he got them home his German-half 
alphabetized them and a month later his American-half had a conniption trying 
to find the lemon salt in the middle-back of the fucking antiquarian cabinet. 
Das Conniption. 

Thom thought of the years of his childhood he’d been forced to watch re-runs 
of Hogan’s Heroes in German without a laugh-track,  strapped into that steel 
and leather Clockwork Orange smelly headgear rig,  those clamps that lock 
your eyelids open. Should he grow an Edgarian mustache? 
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He was trying to nurture a healthy obsession with a possibly-available girl 
while doing his best to crab-walk around the diametrically-opposed pulsar at 
the center of his libido. The brand new pulsar at the center of his libido. Thom 
was always inordinately proud of himself when he beat an American native at 
Scrabble but he had never beaten the possibly-available Karla Pepp at 
Scrabble.  The instant he’d stepped again on German soil he’d forgotten how 
to play Scrabble and how to slow dance. He could feel the knowledge draining 
from his thighs to his calves and into the concrete shell of the German Earth 
as he left the airport. Leave it to Thom, Thom thought,  to suddenly start 
thinking about a conceivably-available woman he hadn’t seen in three years. 
Thom was horny as a brass band at a rodeo. Two or three years. Then just 
email her out of the blue? 

Thom, taking a shit,  wondered what Karla Pepp’s intentions were. Maybe 
she’d come to town for a visit and blog about his recycling obsessions.  Maybe 
they’d marry.  They’d cuddle after bad sex and he’d sigh Oh Karla. 

They’d argue passionately about Jonathan Franzen and she’d hurl her open 
hand to slap him and he’d catch her wrist and pull her into a rapey kiss 
instead. 

You’d have to have a mustache to get away with that, chuckled Thom. Who 
would take your macho dickhead kabuki  seriously with the upper lip of a 
eunuch trembling at them, glazed in the sweat of the inappropriate? 

As always Thom wiped 36 times, a wipe for every year (or tree-ring). 

Obsessively recycled thoughts about Karla helped Thom avoid obsessively 
recycling thoughts regarding the other thing. 

Karla Pepp was a dominating American type with big boobs, a very pretty face 
that was rather gooey with makeup, fat legs, thin brown hair and dandruff, said 
Thom in his most American radio voice.  Karla was no Ligeia. They had been 
in a beginner’s German class  together in America. 

Wash your hands well, Thom. He couldn’t remember the hand-washing 
mnemonic he’d been taught as a young half-German.  Grey-haired Nate T. 
made the incredibly astute observation to Thom once, as they coolly observed 
the Freudian hijinks of the brontosauri thronging the Food Court:  the second-
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healthiest feeling you can have for your mother is hatred.  Periodt. It’s the 
colder shit further down on the scale that will doom a motherfucker. 

During this beginner’s German class, Karla had revealed to Thom her 
pseudonymous double-life as a blogger before rapturously oversharing on the 
topic of her yeast infection.  First food then books then travel. Blog phylogeny. 
Thom had revealed nothing of his double-life or medical status or social media 
journey to Karla in return. How could he have possibly explained to Karla Pepp 
why he was taking a beginning German class in Bloomington, Minnesota,  
when he had been born and raised in Berlin?  He couldn’t even explain that to 
himself.  Even Thom waved Thom off with a disgusted facial expression when 
Thom so much as tried. 

He longed for someone to physically attack him so he could have the life-
affirming experience of adequately defending himself. But not too big. What 
was Thom’s Life but longer or shorter cycles of moving from A to B and back 
again? People are so fucking mysterious, most of all to themselves, says 
Thom, quite often, so ruefully. 

Thom hadn’t seen Pepper Mune  (Karla Pepp) for two or three years, though 
he’d read her blog regularly during that time, but he could feel himself working 
up some version of a longing for her sweet embrace.  He wanted to cum all 
over her bumptious titties like pump-frosting an innertube in a misguided 
attempt to plug the leak.  He hadn’t cared terribly much for Karla’s book blog 
on modernist humbug though Thom often found himself nodding emphatically 
while reading Karla’s shapely travel prose.  That’s so Crete and so forth. He 
wondered if Karla’s legs were thinner but also if her boobs were still as big. 
Why hadn’t Thom ever made a play for Karla when she was mere inches 
away, the beer on her breath a friendly biosphere, all those two or three years 
ago? 

Thom emailed Karla Pepp  to see what might happen. 

In this exploratory email Thom casually mentioned Philip Roth’s American 
Pastoral (which he was almost done reading when he sent the mail) and he 
casually included some home-grown literary theory to remind Pepper that she 
had considered him smart (two or three years ago), never guessing he was 
half-German; never guessing he had successfully bamboozled her; never 
guessing he owned some property like a marriageable burgher now.  He had 
done a brilliant acting job of mispronouncing German sentences with Karla, 
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whose awful German was innocently real. The next morning he found this 
perky jeremiad in his in-box: 

Notes/ Thoughts/ Enthusiasms… 
 
Before we look at the particulars of American Pastoral, we have to remember 
that Literary Modernism, as Philip Roth performed it,  was a Sex-mad 
Existentialism (maybe that’s redundant: The Existentialists were an extremely 
horny bunch) that was very cool, very nonchalant, in its embrace of the 
concept of the Non-Existence of God: Roth’s Modernism* took a Godless 
Universe as a shruggably obvious, sophomore-reading-assignment given. The 
bulk of the history of the Western Novel,  as we usually think of it (an extension 
of the KJV  in its didactic moral purpose)  wouldn’t have known what to do with 
the freedom that Modernism gave Philip Roth to punish his characters without 
recourse to God/ Karma/ Providence or any of that. Roth was doing Greek 
Theater without the Gods; Hubris in Roth is always punished but not because 
some Deity’s System requires balance or jealous justice. Roth seems always 
fascinated with the A) meaninglessness of it All and B) the Uncontrollability of 
Real Things (aka the Gang Aft Aglay principle). 
 
[sidebar: It’s interesting that the very-Catholic Flannery O’Connor was 
obsessed with Hubris, too. They probably shared some guilt about being 
among the first college-educated kids in their lower-middle-class 
households…? Because in Flannery’s stuff, the snotty college kids run neck 
and neck with house-proud biddies when it comes to the cruelly-satisfying 
comeuppance…!!!!  But I digress…] 
 
So Roth knows his Greek drama but he doesn’t believe in God/ The Gods or 
the Fates… though you’d probably have to forgive his characters for feeling 
otherwise. Coleman Silk, the character in The Human Stain, a classics 
professor, gets punished for his Hubris in spades (no pun intended): he 
spends his adult life “passing” as an Octoroon pretending to be Jewish, 
destroys his birth-family, alienates his kids…the eldest of whom somehow 
picks up  on the vibe of the racial duplicity and “inexplicably” hates his father 
Coleman… his beloved wife dies… he has an affair with much-younger “white 
trash”  and dies, with her, at the hands of her estranged white-trash ex. JHVH, 
KRSNA or ZEUS could not do a better job of bringing Roth’s sinners to 
grief!!!!!!!!!” 
 
And so on. 
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This authoritative intellectual carpet-bombing of a response from Karla 
sparked a competitive rage in Thom very quickly tempered by the thought of 
her naked boobs coated with beads of inappropriate’s perspiration on his 
inherited balcony this summer. Every bead a tiny world. Karla Pepp was this 
rare thing, Thom felt. Maybe Karla was a female dickhead. 

Thom had been pretending to be not half-German for so long that he often 
forgot he was pretending. Now that he was back in Berlin he could feel his 
German half as a desiccated physical presence with weight and volume, 
dangling from a hook in the darker half of his skull like a pig’s carcass a boxer 
might use as a punching bag. Is that any good? 

Thom was still young. It must have been about midnight in his haunted 
apartment. The TV went on and then off again of its own accord. Floorboards 
creaked and the shower in the other WC ran a full two or three minutes and 
shut itself off again without a fraction of a foot-pound of Thom’s attention. The 
hairs on the back of Thom’s neck remained on standby. 

He tended to feel the desiccated internal presence of his German half when he 
hadn’t been laid for too long. No one had fucked him in his two years in 
America as a man manning an Information desk at the Mall of America. White 
males manning Information desks at the Mall of American weren’t a turn-on in 
America, these days, Thom had learned, if they ever had been. But now he 
had some money. This inheritance had changed everything but perhaps too 
subtly, Thom felt, like a time lapse film of an opening rose you are only allowed 
to view at the original speed of the filming. He got an embarrassing erection in 
the kitchen chanting blog phylogeny with his eyelids squeezed shut, hoping to 
be shoved from behind. 

Sexual desperation brought out his German genes. He was a Werewolf who 
needed to fuck in order to stay human. Any minute he would be rending flesh 
and correcting native English speakers on their enunciation of English 
vocabulary words. 

Thom felt reinvigorated by the sheer transparency of his harrowing solitude. 
He quietly tip-toed around a bit and pulled new pink Post-Its off of things and 
decided to write a story whose main hook or philosophical theme was its 
offensiveness. He wanted to write the most offensive story he could imagine 
writing. He wanted to feel that freedom. Perhaps he would make a name for 
himself. He used his mother’s surprisingly current PC. Thom opened the digital 
spigot and spirit filled the PC’s organs. 
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Thom kept toasting and buttering whole wheat toast and sprinkling sugar on it 
( “the poor man’s French toast,” he muttered, out loud,  in English) and tip 
toeing down the hall with the toast on a plate he rinsed off between 
subsequent trips. He  stayed up very late polishing 83 paragraphs that had 
seemed so good in the dead of night. 83 paragraphs that would knock Karla’s 
bulging socks off. 

Ach, he thought, reading the 83 paragraphs  gingerly, first thing the next 
morning, which was crushingly overcast,   This is nothing but the horny bullshit 
that old men write.  And Thom was still young. Power button off. Explosively 
horny dickhead young Thom. He tip toed back down the uncarpeted hall and 
climbed back into the warm spot he’d left in the bed,  Gandhi refusing 
temptation. He slotted effortlessly into the cozy declivity of disappointment.  He 
tried to ignore the other presence in the bed. 

Ach. 

He dozed. 

Sun streamed a synesthetic bullhorn through the high-and-dirty windows. 

Good one. He palpated his jacket on the bed beside his pillow for the 
moleskin. 

Sol illuminated archaeological  meringues of Cold War dust on the glass in the 
frames around the vintage photographs that stared unemotionally at Thom 
from the walls around his mother’s bed. Many of the photographs were 
inscribed. He’d known those photographs for all of his childhood but had never 
thought to ask his mother if the people in the photographs were family. There 
was a grey metal lever mechanism, beside each of the four windows,  for 
cranking open the upper third of the window, which could angle inwards 
admitting fresh air and horseflies capable of five-storied flight. There were 
several  busted black mechanisms of dead horseflies on the sunny sill. 

“A cautionary syllogism,” said Thom, feeling better. 

He saw his mother with an ashtray,  curlers and a fur coat,  chary of heating 
expenses, knee-socks in the bed. Tapping a very long and fine and fire-carved 
coral of ash into the Jamaican ashtray. Moleskin? 
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“Beg your pardon?” mumbled Amy T. Grath from the wall-side of that bed. 

She turned to face Thom. The sun laid a harsh strip of trajectory down the 
middle of her wide-set eyes and between her bee-sting breasts and scattered 
in the bunchy sheets like an isinglass bullet. Her Malcolm McDowell nose was 
incandescent in the sun.  The interiors of her nostrils were back-lit nacre. Good 
one. Moleskin. 

“Good morning Amy T. Grath,” said Thom as he finished scribbling. “Hey.” 

She retracted her face and held her breath. “Your father is still my father, 
Thommy. No matter how horny you get.” 

Thom climbed out of the bed and stood beside the bed in his tent-poled boxers 
and turned his profile to Amy T. Grath and stretched. 

“Yes Thommy,” said Amy, “We can all see how proud you are.” 

Staring at her face remained an uncanny experience. The eyes, the 
cheekbones, the nose, the nose, the nose, the dimple in our chin. 

She finger-combed her long hair and shook it out and snapped her head 
forward and back again, the torrent  settling in a voluminous caramel-blonde 
raiment of stunning artificiality around her shoulders. Her knees were up and 
she hugged them to cover her grandly superfluous  tits. She yawned. Thom 
could smell Amy T. Grath’s intoxicating scalp from wherever he stood in the 
bedroom. 

Thom talk-yawned saying  “You did that on purpose.” 

“A purpose,”  specified Amy T. Grath. “Not the purpose.  Over it you must get. 
Stop calling me ‘Amy T. Grath’ and get used to calling me little Sis, Thommy. 
For both our sakes. Got it? Incest… ick.” 

Amy T. Grath, massage therapist, formerly of San Diego. 

Thom hadn’t known anything about Amy T. Grath, massage therapist, formerly 
of San Diego,  until the day he’d returned to a mother-free Berlin and found 
Amy T. Grath living in the baronial flat Thom’s mother had solely occupied as 
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the widowed landlord of the grand old Usher-like building.  Amy T. Grath had 
been there already for a week before Thom arrived. Before doing anything 
else she’d taped an unframed Dali poster in the kitchen over the old electric 
stove which stood beside the new one and she had written  “Amy T. Grath ” 
 on dozens of teal Post-It stickers, sticking these stickers on half of everything 
they would stick to. The too-dusty things they fell straight off of, stuck instead 
to perfectly uniform velvet rectangles of dust. That’s either a metaphor for Amy 
or for Thom, thought Thom. 

For reasons Thom still couldn’t figure, Thom’s mother had provided for her late 
handsome cheating husband’s illegitimate daughter in her will.  Was it a 
noble,  or a fiendish,  gesture? Was Thom being punished from beyond the 
grave or offered arduous love from the same subterranean sniper’s nest? Was 
this the aberrant psychology of East German Communism elevated to the level 
of a goblet-shattering nutso aria from the grave? Was it Kismet?  A Pinter 
Play? What? 

People are fucking… 

“Which is a pity,” Amy T. Grath added, climbing out of bed and heading for the 
WC. She patted Thom’s naked back in transit.  Down the hall she went,  eggy 
buttocks seesawing, singsonging “Because mercy fucks are excellent 
kaaaaaarmaaaa.” 

Amy T. Grath  entered the lavender WC and yanked the light-chain then 
closed the WC door and opened it again, just  a crack, calling through that 
crack, over the sizzle of unrestrained piss,  “Hey, Thom, will you accept  my 
sisterly offer of  scrambled eggs instead?” 

 

3-the understanding 

Nate T., father figure, twice-fired recidivist security guard and renowned 
janitor’s-closet-raconteur, at the Mall of America, had many times referred to a 
certain kind of skinny white girl, in Thom’s presence,  as a chicken wing. 

Chicken wing! 
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Come Sunday, Thom casually offered to do everyone’s, his and Amy T. 
Grath’s,  laundry in the basement machines. He kissed the dirty panties, one 
by one, as he tossed them in the front-loader like naughty Easter bonnets, the 
dirty panties of the girl who was the dead ringer for Thom’s dead father as a 
boy. Naked, Thom placed the white (ironically dirtiest) pair experimentally in 
his mouth, stuffing it all the way in, standing there blinking under the nocturnal 
aluminum gleam of low-hanging heating ducts, his cheeks bunny-big. Thom 
wageringly aimed the business end of his pregnant dick at the dollop of 
crunchy peanut butter, on the mercy-seat of the mousetrap, on the knee-high 
hatbox,  that his mother had very possibly baited as her last truly calculated 
act on Earth. Thom’s bulging dickhead and the hair-trigger mechanism of the 
trap had worked out an understanding of sorts. 

What else did Thom really need? 
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RUBY'S LOOPS 
 

Ruby-June  stood shivering in a cloud-shaped queue at what appeared to be a 
bus stop on the sidewalk outside the Frisbee-shaped terminal. Awake for 
endless hours already she sang  a song under her peppermint breath and 
every frosted word she crooned exploded like kisses on a Crossmaus wind.  
And there and there around her other dim lanterns of human breath rose and 
blurred into the evening. 

Singing under her breath was always a sure sign that Ruby was nervous,  
thought Ruby, nervously, but  what was there to be nervous about? 

Ruby sang  doot-da-doot-da-doot…  

Remembering when floatels were silver puddings. Puddings forty feet tall. She 
remembered that from childhood, the softly  bright giants jiggling on the din of 
a thousand flaps punctuated by linear jets of ballast-water down sky lanes 
between fixed buildings. And then up through twilit clouds and over the 
horizon.  Always daydreaming that she was on one,  Ruby-June,  near the top, 
waving from a bubble balcony, waving down at everyone who had never loved 
her and even as a child she’d seen herself from the rising hotel waving in a 
fancy hat with her freckled bisque face, the fancy hat denoting fame, power, no 
one to boss her around. 

Little Ruby always dreamed of floating across The Cleaner Sea to Germandy 
with a fabulous menagerie of personalized pets such as rabbits with noticeable 
elements of her facial features.  That was back before the percentage of 
genome a personalized pet  could share with its author was strictly regulated. 
Back when rabbits and dogs and dolphins started looking and acting less and 
less like rabbits and dogs and dolphins. Before that stuff was forbidden. It was 
bad enough when it was restricted to mammals. Ruby had later studied it all in 
the broken down library-truck on the horizon-to-horizon parking lot of her 
young adulthood. After the fad was forbidden,  many of the non-flying and non-
swimming pets got their own island off Moray, Looziana, though, with 
commendation-bounties on the rest, so:  Happy ending. 

Ruby-June loved happy endings… 
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She could only pray to The Sky Vagina to have one herself. Ruby had a fear of 
being drawn and quartered. She was what you call phobic.  She’d seen a sex 
vid of a man being drawn and quartered for spitting on a sex vid of the Queen. 

At least she had some money in her pocket: she’d changed a small wad at a 
desk in the airport behind her without exchanging a single word with the 
woman working there, who acted like that was normal.  She gave the lady 
green and the lady gave her a paper rainbow, flyer-sized money with pictures 
of princesses and scientists on it. So Ruby had some cash in her pocket and 
she had her pens and a sketch pad plus global maps and translation apps and 
an anti-rape siren and a lie-detector app and a night vision app and fifteen 
thousand songs and two hundred movies and eight books on her phone. She 
had a Java Jiva™  thermos-mug of pineal tea she’d tanked up on and 
enhanced before grabbing the shuttle and she had her vintage full-length 
leather coat which she was wearing and her dead sister’s vintage boots with 
three-inch Lucite heels which she was wearing and two pairs of red Ryde-or-
DieT  panties which she was wearing and three red Ryde-or-DieT bras which 
she was wearing and mostly nothing else. 

Oh yeah black temp-job slacks she’d slipped into and run out the door in 
before remembering, in the shuttle, as the odor of accumulating crotch wafted 
up like a beckoning cartoon finger in a Tex Avery gag about a fragrant pie 
cooling on a suburban sill with a pack of hungry bulldogs up the alley, that they 
hadn’t been washed in a week. Ruby decided she wasn’t nervous and afraid, 
she was just smelly and dog-tired. Jet-lagged. 

The journey to the Second World had taken fourteen hours with a three-hour 
layover in Schiphol where a giant Dutch soldier with a submachine gun had 
pulled her out of the check-in line to do some flirting. 

Uploaded:  yesterday 9:06 a.m. Pacific Time:  Ruby-June on the beach in 
an over-sized Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure t-shirt, scared as Unholy 
Hells. Only, in the selfie behind the hooker shades you can’t see that Ruby is 
scared as Unholy Hells. She looks poker-faced and chill in the pic to the left of 
the cryptic all-caps caption SEE YOU SOON, CUZ!!! and all you see in the fly-
eyes of the retro shades on Ruby’s face in the pic is Ruby’s long skinny arm 
like a string on a kite in the cola-colored sky, the god’s eye view of a stone-
faced narcissist on the beach. Pooing bricks in the sand just praying that her 
skilled friend ElRon can hack her a last minute ticket to Let’s Get The Heck 
Out of Here Land, Fast. 
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So ElRon managed to hack the ticket and he saved Ruby’s life but now he isn’t 
answering her emails.  The emails in which she keeps praising the “raw 
beauty” of Sarasota, Florissippi and her third-cousin’s “wonderful home-
cooking” and the warmth and “surprising generosity” of the “Latino community” 
in “beautiful Sarasota, Florissippi”.  Maybe she went too far. Is there even a 
Latino community in Sarasota, Florissippi? What if Sarasota, Florissippi, by 
some joke’s-on-you coincidence, is the only city in the United Fifes without a 
Latino community? 

She turned and saw a boy was pointing his telefinger right at her. A man, she 
meant. Or a boy. A man? He smiled. His telefinger cocked and 
clicked.”Impressive Afro,” he wondered. “It’s real.” He waved weakly from two 
feet away and said “Brody 27.” Which meant he was old as her oldest co-
father. All the way over here in Germandy,  just like her.  Ruby thought his  
haberdasher should be hanged. 

He was whitely goateed, dressed in a light jacket he had to be freezing in but 
at least his ears were warm.  His hat looked like a helmet from the Carpathian 
space program.  Except that Ruby suddenly remembered that helmets from 
the Carpathian space program were really pretty chic with those little metal 
wings flat over your ears. Under a furry shelf Brody’s  eyes were two-drops-of-
ink-in-a-shot-glass-of-water blue. A 20th-century-skateboard was lashed to 
Brody’s backpack. He stood there, waiting yet not-waiting,  lips like a coin slot, 
mind idle, attuned to interior vidz. When Ruby’s name wasn’t forthcoming, 
Brody took an absent-minded picture of a baggage cart, finger cocked and 
clicked. 

The baggage cart was stacked with a dozen translucent trash bags of refugee 
refuse near the terminal exit. Some of the bags had dolls in them. All the pink 
and gray and off-white long underwear in one bag was clumped together in a 
bulge on the side like textile intestines. A man in an Afro- Balkan mustache 
returned from the curb and assumed a territorial stance beside the intestines 
so Brody took pictures of the schedule on the yellow pole marking the bus 
stop. 

This man is the 20th century, thought Ruby-June. She almost forgot her 
troubles for a moment. This Afro-Balkan man was very “in” in the developed 
world of Ruby-June Gambol 60. In the undeveloped Afro-Balkan world he was 
shit. 

The sky was cold water in an ashtray. 
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“Oh my god,” croaked an interesting voice. 

Ruby turned again and saw that a sexy bod supporting a puppet-like head was 
on its haunches, admiring Ruby’s boots.  Center-parted platinum touched the 
sidewalk. How had Ruby not noticed these on the flight over?  Such broobz 
deserved Greek and Latin nicknames. Ruby herself was flat as a pizza’s EKG. 

“These ain’t no clever fakes, sista ” said the platinum broobz-monster puppet 
girl, admiring Ruby’s footwear. “These beez the real-azz deal!”  In a pseudo-
Afrimcan voice. 

She stroked a boot. 

Ruby thanked her. 

Was she a girl or a woman? A woman? A girl. After the girl stood again and 
extended a hand and identified herself, Ruby realized that she hadn’t been 
listening. What was her name? She had rings on every finger, including her 
thumbs. She was tanned to the color of gluten-free lunchmeat. 

Ruby leaned down and said, “It would be so wonderfully cool if you pretend 
you’re my travelling companion so the creep in the Laplander’s hat won’t hit on 
me.” 

The girl laughed and pointed at Brody and said, “The creep in the Laplander’s 
hat is my boss.” 

The girl’s raspy voice was charming. She looked roughly twelve and sounded 
roughly forty. A chain-smoking forty. “But that’s okay, he knows he’s creepy. 
Most successful people don’t. Or maybe they do but don’t care. He cares. Well 
at least he wants to. Is that pineal tea?” 

The girl drank from Ruby’s thermos-mug while Ruby cupped it in both hands. 
Brody wandered over and took a picture or maybe a video that would become 
a gif of her drinking from Ruby’s mug. “I’m getting the steam that’s sort of 
billowing around your mouth while you drink,” said Brody. “Gorj.  Do it again 
slower.” 

Ruby said, “Sound like a porn director.” 
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The woman choked on the tea laughing and said, looking sideways at Brody 
after coughing herself a little red, “Well guess what.” 

“Tink,”  cautioned Brody. 

“Tink,” whispered Ruby.  

“Sometimes I do films,” admitted Brody. 

“Welcome to the club,” said Ruby. 

“No, silly,” said Tink. “With like a real crew and like real equipment and like 
Sundance film festival.” 

“Really,” said Ruby. 

“Last seen directing Giovanni Ribisi in an Obamacare commercial but he rage-
quit.” 

“Ribisi’s a closet case and a prick,” said Brody. “His hat size is ridiculous.” 

“Big head,” translated Tink. 

The sky was a windshield at twilight with spit still on it after one pass of the 
wiper-blade. 

Several hotels were rising into and above the clouds while one was coming 
down so low that Ruby could see the expressions of the faces of the people 
waving from its lowest bubble balconies as it angled over the terminal wall 
toward a lot on the airfield. 

“I’m on a waiting list to get on a longer waiting list,” said someone to someone 
behind Ruby. 

When the craze for all things 20th century really caught on, floatels lost their 
functional grace and became enormously literal-minded red-brick things with 
shingled roofs and green awnings and penthouse swimming pools. Isn’t bad 
taste  always abetted by new technology?  New technology was Bad Taste’s 
enabler. These ungainly structures turning slowly through sky trailing alphabet-
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shaped shadows. Why not bring back airplanes, then? Houses? Apartment 
buildings? Multi-occupant vehicles without beds and toilets? Jobs? Money? 
Photosexuals?  Non-English-based languages? Where would it end?  A little 
20th century was fine, it was fun, but these things were always taken too far. 

Ruby jammed her shivering eyes shut. But she felt safe in the crowd. 

The sky was ______ on a _______. 

There was a shudder of heavy hydraulics coming to grumpy life. Warning 
beeps and  candy-stripe flashers. There was expectant chatter as the rusted 
block-long slit in the asphalt in front of the terminal opened in a diesel belch 
and a bus rose turning like a biomorphic shell in a rifle chamber, level to the 
curb and locked upright in blues of greased air. The bus was painted with 
festive logos giving off tinny music promoting popular attitudes of the 
season. Wanting is Having read one theme. Believing is Seeing, read another. 
A blue-eyed gamine with a bright red Afro under a cocked Santa hat was 
performing a sex act on an implausible generative organ with the knowing wink 
of the optionless. Everyone in the cloud-shaped queue filed on to the bus. 

Ruby was fretting as she found a red-corduroy nook toward the rear of the low-
ceilinged vehicle.  The nap was worn. How much trouble could she reasonably 
expect to be in for murdering a nobody? Was she even in trouble at all? She 
began drifting off as the warm throb of the revving turbos of the earthneedle 
prepared to hurl the vehicle through sub-cemetery kilometers of old Berlin, 
where Ruby could only hope to lose herself. 

She felt someone settle into the seat right next to her on a largely empty train. 

Great. 

She peeled one eye open to see the belly of the interloper who was wearing a 
bright-yellow Mack E Mouse t-shirt.  The interloper spoke in a loud clear voice 
that seemed more aimed at the rest of the train than to Ruby herself, saying, in 
a disturbingly familiar voice (a voice so disturbingly familiar that it paralyzed 
Ruby, in fact): 

“I am an artifact of the 1970s, which means that I believe very strongly in the 
necessity and rightness and cultural vitality of Reading. I believe that Reading 
expresses itself as two kinds of Love: General (love of life, humans, the 
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moment) and Specific (love of the partner in Reading)… and these are 
expressed in every Reading in varying proportions. I have never Read 
lovelessly and, in my innocence, when I first started, didn’t realize that anyone 
could. Anger, violence, humiliation, pain (in me or my partner in Reading) 
would kill my desire to Read immediately. As such, and 36 years after the first 
time I ever Read, I am an artifact without a proper context, the floating 
symptom of another era, possibly as funny as Lucite platform shoes and as 
offensive as “O Calcutta!” Wait, did I say ‘reading’? I meant ‘effing’. Have a 
copy of my latest…!” 

He put a book in front of the eye Ruby had peeled open. The title of the book 
was “HOW RUBY KILLED ME OWING ENTIRELY TO A SEXUAL 
MISUNDERSTANDING AND ALMOST GOT AWAY WITH IT” and Ruby 
opened both eyes and went shivery and sort of… 
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TOPHUS 
 

Queer Fat Niggers ™ weren’t fat or Queer or Black, they were a duo of 
Transgender womyn who hailed from the wealthiest hostels of Long Island. 

Please touch the blue circle firmly with signing thumb to continue. 

QFN’s hook was butterscotch-plaid bellbottoms and waist-long,  candy-colored 
wigs. QFN were blitzed on stage by relentless strobe lights: that was their act. 
Purportedly, no one over 19 could bear to watch it. QFN are recognized as 
trailblazers in the exaggerated-breast-size  (EBS) movement of topless trans 
 liberation. 

This informational monologue is dedicated to Larry. 

QFN were known for one very catchy and groundbreaking original song and a 
short set of popular covers. 

The covers QFN performed were instrumental jingles of popular brands and 
sitcom theme songs. QFN sang the syllables of the melodies of the jingles with 
do’s and nah’s and buh’s. 

QFN’s  version of the theme song to the Marlboro Man commercials was 
widely and enthusiastically  shared on T3k/T8k  and aPocaL. QFN’s 
interpretation of the I Dream of Jeannie theme song was initially removed from 
social media for copyright violations but posthumously allowed and eventually 
drafted as the show’s official theme song in tribute to the martyred band. 

QFN affected Cher poses on stage, one wrist limp and the other hand on a 
hip,  while 5 o’clock shadows were chicly visible through  pancake in the 
spotlight and their mammoth breasts undulated. 

QFN were praised for the clarity of their politics. 

QFN’s original single Ukraine, I-Craine was posthumously hyped by Dazed, 
Pitchfork, the BBC and Brooklyn Vegan and was now being used as the new 
theme for the  longest-running geopolitical game show on CNN, hosted by the 
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fortified holo of Alex Trebek ™ which remains licensed to dozens of programs 
in the Conceptual EU. 

QFN were driving out of Texas after a successful promotional lipsync, having 
opened for the fortified holo of Young Patti Smith at a speakeasy, when,  at 
approximately 11:37 pm on a Wednesday night, a missile launched from a 
racist drone, said to have been following the QFN van all the way from the 
speakeasy parking lot,  blew the van spinning and burning, upside down,  on 
the highway’s shoulder. Annotated smell-plus Sensurround  footage of the 
attack went double-viral. 

Your free trial has ended. Please touch the red circle firmly with signing 
thumb to acquire the injectable version of this production to continue. 

Please keep signing thumb centered on red circle during acquisition of 
injectable. 

Please touch the blue circle firmly with signing thumb  to continue. 

QFN were killed by a cowardly act of coordinated aggression, along with their 
Mexican driver and an unidentified tour manager and the unidentified tour 
manager’s vegan comfort dog Larry. 

Larry had been a Labradoodle. 

Larry got his own life-sized mobile statue sometimes overlooking the 
Strawberry Fields memorial in Central Park of Newer York. The memorial is a 
popular  Global vegan attraction when Larry’s statue is in town. 

The historical assassination of QFN triggered  the conflagration of the Civil 
War of the Conceptual United States on the unforgettable date of January 
27th, 2027, is how it is often put. 

The Civil War of 2027 was also known as The Sequel is usually added. 

20 dead, 47 injured. 
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PLEASE WAIT FOR SYSTEM CHECK AND 
RESPIRATORY CONFORMATION 
Expatriate playwright Mason Dell was rushing to finish his one-woman 
informational monologue  Queer Fat Niggers in the Afterlife / or Clarity  in time 
for the five year anniversary of the end of North America’s then-most recent 
civil war. The civil war which had been fought vociferously for three deafening 
months, re-drawing the static map of the Continental United States into the 
contingent map of the Conceptual United States, which means that the 
incorporated entity went Global after threatening to do so for centuries. 

Mason mouthed the word ouch. 

One of the states of that formerly geographical and static union (Rhode Island) 
 was now  located on the networked islands formerly known as Haiti after the 
tragic,  sex-based contagion that cleared it of human inhabitants. 

Illinois, Nebraska and Ohio were now provisional entities of a porously Global 
France, by temporary treaty with the IMF, and the Western half of North 
America was now titled, intimidatingly,  Greater Sovereign Californialand. 

Mason was still flush from creating a bioplay from his informational monologue 
about the first PostAnimal lawsuit filed against the totality of People as 
plaintifs. PostAnimal had successfully sued Humanity to legally and bindingly 
change the term “ai” to “PostAnimal” in the historic court case of 2031. 

Mason moved his foot and mouthed the word ouch. 

Everybody in ’32 had a rudimentary biocapable PC with a pin-screen. 
Magnesium, Phosphorous, Carbon, and so forth, cartridges loaded into slots in 
a floor-standing unit behind or under the desk. 

Mason had a brand new pin screen with hollow pixel-center needles each finer 
than a micron. Mason couldn’t access pharmaceuticals via his pin screen due 
to the six-week ban, four and a half of which remained. 

Mason had cool new vintage oxblood calfskin loafers and a satin cape he was 
not quite daring enough to wear in public. 
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Mason had a new favorite fantasy that Kyndri informed Mason that Kyndri 
wished to be called the anagram Lana. But only by Mason. 

Mason Dell had gout, a condition he had been surprised to learn could afflict a 
slender man in the 21st century.  Like others,  Mason had typically associated 
gout with foie  gras-wolfing 17th century French Kings or porky 18th century 
English burghers. 

Literacy was back. 

Romance was back though not quite yet in the hetfuck sense. 

The gout was as a punishment, in the form of an ambush,  for Mason’s dietary 
choices.  Mason’s left foot was shoeless and propped on a stool under the 
table upon which he typed on a refurbished portable Brother manual 
typewriter. Mason’s left foot was shoeless but not sockless because Mason did 
not, under any circumstances,  want his mistress to see the tophus on the 
surface of his left foot between the big toe and its hapless neighbor. 

Mason was planning on planking Kyndri with his socks on, pretending the 
socks were a joke. The tophus was an expanding blister filling inexorably with 
mysteriously creamy evil fluid. 

Why now? 

The screen over the fish tank was showing at that moment the webcam image 
of what was initially referred to, with military blandness, as Mars Town Alpha. 
Mason divided his attention between the mound of the tophus under the fabric 
of the sock and the screen. Sudden movements across the screen called his 
attention away from the mound of the tophus under the teal-blue sock and the 
monologue he was writing. 

It was racist to call the 54 PostAnimals who had settled the Martian North 
Pole,  after assembling 1,200 more PostAnimals of all sizes,  “robots,” 
 although nobody was forbidden from using the word “robot,” as frowned upon 
as it was and as open to litigation as one may have been when using it. 

Free Speech is said to be liberating… 
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Mason watched the screen for a solid minute with an indecipherable 
expression. 

Every few seconds a PostAnimal moved across the foreground of the webcam 
image with uncannily inhuman nonchalance in the homicidal environment of 
Mars. A year after arriving,  the PostAnimals had renamed the colony 27.6, 
with no explanation. 

Mason had first noticed the tophus on his left foot, with mild alarm,  when it 
was the reasonable size of an ordinary blister but now, the next day, the 
tophus was the mounded-size of half a walnut’s shell. The pain in that foot was 
going from bad to worse. Mason had been banned from using pharmaceuticals 
for six weeks  after serially abusing a clinical  emetic to stay thin the whole 
month that pork was available in Berlin. 

Mason’s gouty foot throbbed and jolted with internal lightning strikes 
incinerating his toe-bones and blackening the glowing nerve-wires in his foot. 
Or so he felt. This is torture is what Mason couldn’t help thinking. 

Mason was trying to be a trooper. He was wearing a fez. 

He typed a word or two and winced. 

PLEASE WAIT FOR SYSTEM CHECK AND 
RESPIRATORY CONFORMATION 
Mason was writing the monologue Queer Fat Niggers in the Afterlife for Kyndri, 
a biological female passing for an EBS Trans for purposes of career 
advancement. 

Part of Kyndri’s daily make-up routine was mascara applied to her jawline to 
simulate a 5 o’clock shadow. The trick was to flick the applicator from the near-
distance for a dotting effect then lightly pad the matrix of flicked black dots into 
the pre-applied colloid of pearlescent foundation. 

22-year-old Kyndri’s  mammoth breast implants were militantly never-covered 
yet highlighted by artificial tan-lines. Artificial tan-lines were trending as 
toplessness was trending. 
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Paradox? 

Please touch the yellow circle firmly with signing thumb  to learn more 
about mammoth breast implants and the fascinating breakthrough that 
makes them possible. 

Kyndri  wore a strap-on to simulate a crotch bulge in her fashionable mink 
shorts and her matching mink cowboy hat smelled strongly of Marlboros. 

Marlboros had released a popular aftershave and perfume. A cloudy fluid in a 
vintage bottle. Marlboros Smoke. 

Please touch the magenta circle firmly with signing thumb  to acquire 
Marlboros Smoke. 

Some might find it racist to discuss the fact that Kyndri was what had once 
been called an Octoroon. Kyndri herself was unfamiliar with the word. Kyndri 
somewhat dishonestly referred to herself as an EBS  TWOC (Trans Woman of 
Color)  for purposes of career advancement. 

The word ” racist”  was officially redefined in the 2031 edition of Webster’s 
injectable dictionary as an aggregation of previous definitions of “racist,” 
“sexist,” “speciesist,” “lookist,” and “weightist”. 

It was not racist to call Kyndri a TWOC. It was simply somewhat largely untrue. 

Using the word “identity” was racist. The acceptable word for “identity” was 
“narrative”. 

Rape, body-shaming and fraud were actionably racist activities. 

Mason mouthed the word ouch. 

Complicating Kyndri’s racial narrative was the fact that the one eighth of Kyndri 
that was legally Black was diluted by the other fact that this Black maternal 
grandmother’s mother had hailed from Bangladesh, a region of the planet that 
was poorer than ever. This made Kyndri’s maternal grandmother two kinds of 
Black. 
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Kyndri resembled a tall Mexican with pumpkin-sized breasts. 

Kyndri’s back hurt all the time despite her meta-beta-blocking suppositories. 

Please touch the brown circle firmly with signing thumb to learn about 
radical new advancements in pain relief technology. 

Kyndri had been living in Berlin for about a year when she met long-term 
resident Mason. 

Kyndri was as literate and intellectual as any pretty girl had been in 
generations. 

A new day was dawning. 

Mason admired Kyndri’s poetry, which wasn’t confessionally solipsistic blather, 
as had been standard for generations. Kyndri’s poetry was allusive and 
learned and imagistically baroque. 

Several of Kyndri’s injectable chapbooks went viral on aPocaL 

Mason had memorized the poem that Kyndri had written that made him so hot 
for her, though he had clue none what most of it meant. Maybe poetry couldn’t 
make anyone cry anymore but it could certainly make one beat off. 

the enemy attacks becoming 
friends in the 
algorithmicist sense of 
the word.  to cripple with 
chipper handshakes all promising 
pianists like you and brew 
the newborns’ burning 
hospital coffee with mass 
grave Earth to taste  
worse than pizza in Germany, no topping 
ruled out: peon shit,  blackened fingers, tin 
teeth, prof’s gout. no stopping 
the friendliest 
rapes, the most generous 
  
knouts.  “Unfortunately,” writes out  Tom 
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Lux in the forward to Bill Knott’s selected 
poems, 1960-2014,  “he also wrote 
in one poem that he couldn’t see 
the difference between 
several prominent American poets and 
‘aviators dropping a bomb on 
Vietnamese women and 
children.’  This 
was egregiously rude, of course, and 
flat-out dumb, not to 
mention self-destructive, and 
added more to the controversy of early 
Bill Knott,” but 
didn’t Knott just 
mean they all (and you) just work 
for the same damn 
people, 
Lux? 

PLEASE WAIT FOR SYSTEM CHECK AND 
RESPIRATORY CONFORMATION 
  

Germany had yet to go Global, regarding the configuration of its traditional 
map, though the official language of the territory corresponding to that map 
was no longer the German language. 

Politicians obsolete. 

Mason glanced at the ruddy webcam screen over the fish tank. There was a 
two minute lag in action. 

Mason had been on the writing staff of a popular Global sitcom Kyndri had 
loved as a girl in the 7th grade.  The sitcom was  based on archival footage of 
the 6 o’clock news,  from North America’s Television broadcasting network,  
NBC,  during the peak of the Vietnam War. 

Mason felt jarred when the terrifyingly expressionless,  spider-like multi-eyed 
polished aluminum “face” of a PostAnimal stared directly into the Webcam for 
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a solid half a minute as though it were studying Mason. Mason  reminded 
himself that this had already happened, on Mars, two minutes ago. The 
possibly surly, spiderly, nosy possible glare was already a phantom of the 
super-recent past. 

Mason typed out two whole sentences and erased the second sentence and 
looked at the screen over the fish tank again. 

He imagined that the person in the shower he could hear pattering in shifting 
patterns down the hall was a PostAnimal. 

More and more popular sitcoms were Global.  This meant that the sitcoms 
 weren’t created in any particular place, by any particular people. 

Heterosexual Cockblocking sitcoms were trending. There was something 
deeply funny, to the greater populace, supposedly, about heterosexuals being 
foiled in the attempt to indulge in screwing. The word “screwing” was back in 
fashion but not regarding penises depositing semen in vulvae. All the trendy 
technological sex developments (like replaceable  latex anuses)  were Homo. 

Feeling straight was still like being a buggy whip. 

Mason hadn’t slept with a biological woman in thirty years. He wasn’t sure 
which he preferred. 

Mason limped to put his vintage whistling kettle on the boil to anticipatorily 
commemorate the third imminent copulation between Mason Dell and the 
actress Kyndri. 

Mason knew with a shrug that  he wouldn’t last a minute. Queers were lasting 
for hours. They had pills, creams, chips to facilitate copulatory marathons of 
genital triumph.  It was more or less a vintage formality, the whole hetfuck 
thing, yet the ache for it in Mason remained like that of a soon-to-be phantom 
limb throbbing erect in super-imposition on the dangle of the real life thing. 

He could hear the patter of his vintage low-pressure shower running. 

Tea might help. Tea was the only affordable vintage drink left. 
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Mason relished mouthing the syllables rishi rooibos as another exotic signpost 
of the wonderful past as he contemplated the haunch-like black curves of the 
kettle. Mason relished mouthing cream of the crop. 

Tap. 

Mason sat at his desk and rolled the sock off his left foot grimacing and 
gawped  at the size of the opalescent tophus which glittered with sentient pain. 

How the cream of the crop developed “ai” into a genuine self-directed 
intelligence was the breakthrough of the so-called “narcissistic” or “inner-
directed” circuit. The second step was putting thousands, millions, billions of 
these circuits in direct competition in a sorting system that selected the 
“dominant” circuits, destroyed the bottom 90%, and so forth. Perhaps it was 
both the only way to create intelligence and a mistake. 

We are all now just waiting-and-seeing. 

Mason had approached the first strange agony-tingle of his left foot’s gout with 
a wait-and-see policy. 

The opalescent tophus had doubled in size in less than an hour and the foot 
itself continued to swell. The tophus  was no longer the size of a thing that 
could fit comfortably in Mason’s, or anyone’s, trouser pocket. In Mason’s 
trouser pocket the tophus would have bulged like a vintage conch shell from a 
vintage aquarium museum. 

Mason winced at every smouldering blast of his left foot’s internal lightning. 

There were black market pills favored  by underground Body Integrity Identity 
Disorder fetish resistance radicals (who scampered, gimbaled, limped and 
skittered in the night) that could reputedly simulate targeted leprosy with ideal 
results. The targeted extremity turned black and papery and fell off in a week, 
supposedly. Nothing you couldn’t handle with a crutch, a broom, a dustpan 
and  some acrobatic dexterity. Though non-necessary self-amputation was just 
about the most illegal thing you could do,  short of fomenting discord in the 
populace as a celebrity, the penalty for which was intermediate-to-strong 
torture and being the butt of everyone’s jokes. 
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It was universally agreed that giving people the job to torture people, and not 
others, was the hallmark of civilization. 

Mason mouthed the word ouch. 

Free Speech was enjoying a renaissance. 

Mason mouthed the word ouch. 

Mason mouthed cream of the crop. 

Tap. 

A New Frankness was in the air as was a New Literacy. Writers could again 
expect fees for highbrow productions after decades of loss. Writers risked 
charges of fomenting discord in the general populace for their highbrow 
productions again after decades of safety. 

This is a highbrow production. 

There were no more death penalties or prisons. They just came to your 
domicile in hazmat suits and tortured the fuck out of you for unspecified 
periods of time, provided sterile dressings and sealed off your domicile for 
days or weeks as you recovered. The “unspecified periods of time” was a 
canny feature of the torture. 

Even the most powerful people on Earth, supposedly, along with everyone 
else, supposedly, submitted themselves to the supposedly Perfect Judicial 
Vagaries of PostAnimal. 

Please touch the dotted circle firmly with signing thumb for information 
on updated healthy-limb- waste penalty guidelines of 2032/2037. 

Please touch the gold circle firmly with signing thumb for information on 
recent developments in torture reform. 

Mason had heard conspiratorial whispers about a thing called a Mephisto 
Pass. 
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Mason could only dream of being rich enough, or cream of the crop enough, 
 to score one. 

“People must think I suck your imaginary dick,” chortled Mason,  loudly, in an 
unconvincing (to Mason) effort to downplay his own growing pain and horror. 
The monstrous white tophus was estranging Mason from his left foot even as 
the intensely throbbing agony of it welded him inexorably to it. 

Mason took a very long  drag on his Pall Mall while staring at the tophus. 

Vintage nicotine-rich cigarettes were back in style. 

People were less picky about what they ate. They ate crap but they didn’t 
over-eat it. The world was losing weight. 

If Mason found himself resorting to an actual hospital he knew he probably 
wouldn’t be coming back. Not as Mason Dell, at any rate. 

Please touch the white circle firmly with signing thumb for information 
on the hospital reform act of 2040. 

The vintage whistling kettle whistled startlingly and Mason looked sharply to 
his right. 

Kyndri emerged from Mason’s fashionably antiquated shower towelling her 
mammoth breasts with a vivid red chamois. To stare at Kyndri’s undulating 
mammoth breasts would have been considered racist so Mason locked his 
eyes on Kyndri’s with an unwavering intensity that, before recently, Kyndri 
would have interpreted  as racist. 

“Say again?” said Kyndri, wiggling a finger in an ear. 

Mason turned to face her. 

Mason mouthed the word ouch. 

Kyndri screamed a piercing scream like a woman whose betrothed has been 
cruelly revealed as a monster. 
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(Acting exercise. No,  she hadn’t seen the tophus yet). 

Please touch the purple circle firmly with signing thumb if you would like 
this injectable production to loop indefinitely for an additional charge. 

Please touch the orange circle firmly with signing thumb if you are 
interested in more content by registered creator Mason Dell. 

Please touch the blue circle firmly with signing thumb  to continue. 
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TEH TYME MASHEEN 
 

1. 
 “Adapt or perish, now as ever, is nature’s inexorable imperative.”—H.G. Wells 

It isn’t widely known that H. G. Wells, the futurist, in the middle of his years, 
informally adopted a boy he called Kip, a boy of about 12, who Wells claimed 
was half-Hindoo, though the friends of Wells who actually met Kip claimed the 
boy looked more Negroid than anything else. In a letter to Cecil Rhodes, Wells 
wrote that Kip [was] “an experiment pitting Nature’s dithering melody against 
Nurture’s persistent drum beat.” Wells kept a fastidious journal of Kip’s daily 
experiences, tracking the boy’s progress in new surroundings. Wells’ quasi-
scientific journal would seem to impute feral-child challenges to Kip’s 
negotiation of Edwardian London. Contrary to that, it was rumored that Kip 
was the exotic indiscretion of an Anglican minister, bringing with him, when he 
began his stay with the man who wrote “The Time Machine,” a valise of well-
made clothing and some charter school Latin, having come from no further 
abroad than Chiswick. 

All that the world generally knows about “Kip” comes from Wells’ journal, and 
certain letters exchanged between Wells and Rhodes, GB Shaw, Margaret 
Sanger and Rebecca West (and some secret, rumor-mongering letters 
between Shaw and West) before Kip moved with Wells to Spade House, the 
mansion Wells built at Sandgate,  8 Vicarage Road, in 1901. There are also 
fleeting echoes and shadows of the boy that are traceable through Wells’ 
fiction after 1890, most notably “The Island of Doctor Moreau”, which Wells 
began the month he and Kip first met. 

“That’s fucked up,” says Sanna,  combing her hair. 

Yanking that thick black rope of never-ending taffy out of the top of her head. 
It’s the only hair on her, which is glaringly obvious as she sidesaddles the 
ottoman in front of the vanity, dividing her attention between me and the 
mirror. Her wishbone legs hide nothing, presenting a slit, though less a slit 
than a fold, a bored fold in a dingy bisque napkin embossed with the faded 
heraldry of the bed sheets she’s just climbed out of. The last living bulb in the 
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circle of frosted lights ringing the mirror burned out last week, finally. Even 
Sanna’s eyelashes are gone. We had a little ceremony for that burnt bulb 
wearing the interior smudge of defunct spirit and I teared-up a little whereas 
Sanna tends not to. Sometimes I just sit in the library and blubber and Sanna 
does neither. Ever. 

But that was Babsy’s vanity. That was the tool of her trade. This is where the 
magic fails to happen Babsy joked daily in the years (and years) before her 
end, three times older than Mark Twain when she bit it but looking pretty fertile 
still. She continued to receive a dozen proposals every day. A sex doll in its 
box in a glass-lidded satin-lined coffin I haven’t had the nerve to visit,  up 
there,  in a century. You have to get pretty old before the dead stop scaring 
you. 

“How so?” 

“How so?”  Sanna mocks what she thinks of as my pretentiously formal diction. 
Affectionately. “How is it fucked?  How is it fucked? Tut tut. The guy was all 
alone in the world fergobsake. I swear sometimes you’re auntistic.” 

“Oh. Oh. Kip. I thought…” 

Wells refers to Kip, in a letter to Sanger (his mistress at the time) 
as “endearingly ugly and too clever by half yet blissfully unaware of either 
limitation.” 

“Cut the little savage a break,” sneers Sanna,  braiding the taffy while holding 
an old fashioned thing, a Bobby pin, between her teeth. Why would she give a 
damn about Kip? It would be good to know. 

Does he have potential? 

2. 
“Every time I see an adult on a bicycle, I no longer despair for the future of the 
human race.“—H.G. Wells 

I can remember my first potty poo like it was yesterday. Probably because 
there was a photographer present. In subterranean Africa, Bobby pins are still 
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very much used to systematically repair inoperative sandals, as I read 
recently. Sanna’s skin is tea-toned and her eyes are, too, and they are 
Siamese, exaggerated with the help of smidgens of  the kilos of century-old 
makeup our Mommy left behind. There’s the good old endlessly 130-mile-per-
hour wind tearing at the sides of the house, causing the rafters in the 
enormous attic two levels above us to channel the roar into the circling moan 
of a burning stadium of permanently agonized voices. Welcome to Planet 
Windshear. You could play soccer up there and we did once and never again 
because Babs is up there. The ball hit the catafalque and I swear I heard her 
hiss at us. Maybe it was gasses escaping. Every window in the attic and all 
over the rest of the house has been bricked in since forever. 

It’s been so many years since I’ve seen Sanna with any clothes on that that’s 
how I filthy-fantasize her, lifting a skirt or rolling some stockings down but 
never all the way off. Just enough, never enough to show the slit, which I’d be 
happy to lose sight of forever, but it’s never not there because my adopted 
sister Sanna lives in a prehistory all her own, the Eden of forgetting what 
clothes do, whereas I guess she’ll end up burying me in one of the six pairs of 
silk pajamas I wouldn’t be caught dead out of, especially as my teen belly 
grows to mock the flatness of Sanna’s permanent immaturity, the animal 
ripeness she’ll never know. 

She needs to start believing in something deeper than the automatic food-
drops. 

This mansion, not much less grand than Wells’ Spade House (when it was 
built), was paid for with movie star cash and lies and glamour. I was there 
when the ribbon was cut and the roomfuls of flowers were delivered and the 
flash bulbs popped, blissfully slow-shitting my pants under the already non-
nurturing,  cataract sun.  We had moved up the hill, so to speak. Imagine 
renting a moving van after the apocalypse; imagine having more money after 
the apocalypse than you had before it. And all those really close stars, arm’s 
length, the little blue novas, boosh boosh boosh, from high exploding 
foreheads of big-toothed Mexicans. El Paparazza.  I remember those flashy 
things would pop out and sizzle and burn a kid’s hand like a bee. Nothing 
funnier than defunct technology, right? 

3. 
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“The only true measure of success is the ratio between what we might have 
done and what we might have been on the one hand, and the thing we have 
made and the things we have made of ourselves on the other.” —H.G. Wells 

It was only about 60 or so years, not quite that, after a few of us got the one-
time so-called Immortality Shot (and just one follow-up, if it hadn’t killed you, 
six months later) that the World came to an end. “Immortality” had been the 
goal all along, right? When we finally reached it, what was left? 

(Although, to be sure, “Immortality,” in scare quotes, is just where the cruel wit 
of the researchers was at the time. What they meant, I am coming to 
understand, is that round about the 220-to-270 mark, it feels like you’ve been 
living forever… and then you’re relieved when it all stops and you relinquish 
structural integrity in spasms of dry diarrhea and sort of implode and choke to 
death on your breastbone or one of your eyes or something. A bad movie you 
stuck around for just to see how it ends.) 

First there was the apocalypse, then there was the greatest scientific discovery 
in the history of creation and then the world ended.  You have to keep the 
chronology right. 

We got our shots because Babsy was so famous and iconic and beloved 
(having played a little character called The Virgin Mary in the biggest-grossing 
action flick of all time, thanks) but the others had to pay absolutely crushing 
sums for the privilege. Special discount rate for extended plutocrat dynasties, 
obviously. Fewer than a million people I’m sure. You’d be a fool to admit it to 
the public but I know for a fact that Mamie Gummer’s kids got theirs: numb 
grey toddlers all.  The shots freeze you wherever your physiological 
development happens to be when you get them while your poor mind just 
grows and grows, so Sanna is perpetually pre-pubertal and I’m perpetually 
adolescent, voice breaking and weight fluctuations and everything. I never 
stop breaking out and wet dreams are a happy curse I’ve learned to live with. 
The term is “forced telemere stacking”. I don’t think it’s been quite a hundred 
years since we got The Shot.  Maybe two. 

And there you are reading this one hundred or two hundred or whatever 
hideous magnitude of years after I’ve finally torn myself in two thinking “What 
does he mean, the World ended?” 

Because you never knew what the World was. Never experienced it. You think 
of the space that you inhabit, wherever and whatever that is (I’m sure it’s very 
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nice), as you read this text, written on a wall in eyebrow pencils and copied in 
cracked shit or shoe polish on a hundred fucking bedsheets,  as being “The 
World” and that is a touchingly understandable error. Q-tips dipped in shit or 
shoe polish from me to you. Let me tell you about the World before it ended. 
Before Babs and I moved uptown. When Babsy was still young, and I was 
nothing,  just two big eyes and a brown thumb, before the other kids came into 
the picture and we had a baronial bungalow at Mission Beach, a cute little toy-
stuffed house in a row of cute houses facing the Ocean. 

We had Cinnabons. 

4. 
“The past is the beginning of the beginning and all that is and has been is but 
the twilight of the dawn.”—H.G. Wells 

I’m trying to remember. I’m trying to get things straight. Get them right. Before 
we made that move. Some of my unrelated siblings hadn’t even been born in 
their tragically unelectrical villages yet. I can just about conjure the hum of the 
highway. To the airport.   We are surging toward JFK and some of my 
unrelated cocksucking little brothers (RIP) have been born in their filthy fucking 
unelectrical villages but are woggishly undiscovered. Phuket. Peshawar, right? 
Burkina Faso. Lima.  Port Au Prince. Tbilisi. I am remembering. One by one 
they came into my life and one by one I removed them. 

I am the first in a long line of examples of what proved to be Bab’s most 
embarrassing addiction. Next to the plus-or-minus titjobs. Babs popped for so 
many seasonal breast augmentations and counter-penduluming reductions 
that I can no longer recall how big her breasts really were in the original or if 
they always tasted like that. I had those joybags when they were real. Babs let 
me (she cajoled me to) suck to calm us both and I think Babs even ringed the 
nipples with maple syrup or am I imagining that? Right after I learned to talk. 
She was mine and mine alone for years. Which is why I remember. No milk. 
Sweat (a flavor I learned to respond to) and syrup. Maybe it was sticky booze. 
Which would explain… 

(But I am not drunk now. I never write “drunk”.) 

Back to Babsy’s addictions. 
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More embarrassing than the sine wave bra cycles: the psychics. When I was 
five or six I thought Babs was saying “sidekicks” and I thought it 
was “sidekicks” until I was about twelve and I was irked for six years over that 
because I thought I was her fucking sidekick, what other sidekick could read 
her palm… the palm in the kitchen under the neon skylight, I thought… better 
than I could? And jealous love taught me that, to literally read a potted plant. 

But even more embarrassing than the psychics and then the B-list celebrity 
greyhound-freeing raids, the group frappaccino colonics, the cow rebirthing, 
the charlatan-guided ghost-fucking, the public shoplifting and skirt-pissing 
humility-exercises dictated by Childe Guru in a trance over Skypelite, the 
gardener-BDSM, the competitive cupping, the artisanal bleeding, Kabala-Max, 
flesh-transfer tatting,  Abramovic discharge-brunches, Ozone soirees and 
waterboard-shock-satori etc. … worse than any of that was her compulsive 
acquisition of third world debris-brats. 

There couldn’t be a financial crisis, industrial accident or natural disaster 
anywhere in the Turd World without me getting a bankrupt, mud-covered or 
lightly irradiated sibling out of the headline.  With a lag of two or three weeks, 
at most,  usually. The shammy paperwork and noble baksheesh. I was the first 
and only kid she picked up  from what they used to call a First World country 
which being the broken toy we call the Northern Homelands (bordering the 
Canadian supercrater): home. The star and stripes. Babs didn’t fill out a single 
form for the first kid, for me, she just picked me up right off the sidewalk, cash 
and carry, I think it was Chicago,  maybe it was St. Louis.  Lucky penny. 

Future-thing with eyes and a mind to read English, I speak to you:  you should 
have seen it back then. 

I should have seen it back then. I have. More of it was what I should have 
seen.  I have so many softening pictures gumming up my mind. So many 
pictures of Worldingness, I’d call it. Not a curlicue of barbed wire for as far as 
the inner eye can see. 

Grass. 

Sky. 

If you were planning to make a religion of this material, which one would be 
your Messiah? Which one’s prophesied return would you build your holidays 
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and animal sacrifices and sex-rituals and spiritual longings around? If you 
were bored, I mean.  The problem is I have all this energy. And what if you 
needed a religion for two (but you wanted to avoid making a few of the really 
big mistakes), which one would it be? 

Kip or Wells? 
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